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PREFACE

THE advent of high-speed steel and of intensive methods

of production has rendered the problem of belt maintenance

one of the most important of the many that the factory

manager has to solve. In the machine shop belts must be

proportioned to pull the heavier loads that are used in

modern practice, and in any industry the belts must be so

taken care of that the interruptions to manufacture due to

belt failures will be reduced to the minimum. Interruptions

to manufacture mean loss of production and loss of profits.

Concurrently with the development of improved methods

of production there has grown up an improved system of

belting practice, which has kept pace with production. The

literature of these improved belting methods is buried in the

transactions of engineering societies and in the files of tech-

nical journals. It is so scattered that it is difficult for the

average man to comprehend that the art of power transmission

by means of leather belting has completely changed in the

past ten or fifteen years. The object of this book has been

to gather together the best information on the new practice

and compile it in a form that would be of the greatest service

to the belting user.

With the exception of the calculation of the tables that

form a part of the work, the author makes no claim to origi-

nality. His office has simply been that of compiler of the

work of Taylor, Barth and others. If the work that has been

done in preparing this book will lead to better belting prac-

tice in the shops of the country, it will have accomplished its

object.
ROBERT THURSTON KENT.

MONTCLAIR, N. J.,

March 9, 1916.
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WILEY ENGINEERING SERIES

THE Wiley Engineering Series will embrace books devoted

to single subjects. The object of the series is to place in the

hands of the practicing engineer all the essential information

regarding the particular subject in which he may bs in-

terested. Extraneous topics are excluded, and the contents

of each hook are confined to the field indicated by its title.

It has been considered advisable to make these books

manuals of practice, rather than theoretical discussions of the

subjects treated. The theory is fully discussed in text-books,

hence the engineer who has previously mastered it there, is,

as a rule, more interested in the practice. The Wiley En-

gineering Series therefore will present the most approved

practice, with only such theoretical discussion as may be

necessary to elucidate such practice.
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

THE shop engineer, the master mechanic, and the man in

charge of the belts in the shop will find Chapters III, V, and VI
and the tables in the back of the book of the greatest service.

These contain all the necessary information for the selection

of the proper size of belts to transmit a given horsepower, the

tension at which they should be operated, the length of time that

should elapse between retightenings, and notes on the proper
care and maintenance of belts.

For the proper arrangement of pulleys and the laying out

of belt drives the notes in Chapter VIII will be of service.

The theory on which the practice given in the foregoing

chapters is based will be found in Chapters I and IV. This is

of interest to the student and the teacher, but is not necessary

for the practical man.

The history of the experiments on which both theory and

practice are based is presented in Chapter II.

The shop man will also find Chapter VII of value, as it con-

tains information regarding the quality of belting, methods of

utilizing old belting, recipes for belt dressings, etc., belting

mathematics of use in the shop, and other practical information.



POWER TRANSMISSION BY
LEATHER BELTING

CHAPTER I

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING THE TRANS-

MISSION OF POWER BY LEATHER BELTING

THE function of a belt drive is to transmit a certain amount

of power from one pulley, rotating at a given number of revolu-

tions per minute, to another pulley rotating at the same or

a different speed. The amount of power transmitted will

depend upon the velocity of the belt, the tension under which

it is placed on the pulleys, the arc of the smaller pulley with

which the belt is in contact and the conditions under which

the belt is used. As the tension in the belt in service decreases,

the amount of power that will be transmitted by it will

decrease, and therefore an important consideration in laying

out a belt drive is the determination of the minimum tension

allowable in a belt which is to do a predetermined amount of

work.

That belt drive is the most satisfactory which in the long
run will transmit the desired power at the lowest total cost.

Included in the total cost of the belt are: The first cost;

the cost of repairs and maintenance; and the loss caused by
the loss of production due to machinery shutdowns as a

result of belt failures during working hours. The Importance
of this latter item has not been appreciated to the extent

that it deserves, despite the fact that it often is the most

important of the three. A little consideration will make
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clear that a machine whose earning capacity is high will lose

for its owners a considerable sum of money if its production

is stopped during working hours. This loss of production,

coupled with the wages of the operator of the machine during

the period that it is idle, will often far exceed the cost of the

heavier belt and the expense of regular inspection and main-

tenance that would have avoided the belt failure. To obtain

the lowest possible total belting cost, therefore, not only is

good design necessary, but also provision for regular inspection

of all the belts in a shop and their maintenance in good order,

together with regulation of the tensions under which they are

required to do their work.

Relation of Sizes and Speeds of Pulleys. In laying out

a belt drive, the diameter and speed of rotation of one of

the pulleys involved is usually a fixed quantity, and also the

speed of rotation of the other pulley. Thus, if a machine is

to be driven, the number of revolutions at which it is designed

to operate is as a rule fixed by the maker, and the driving

pulley cannot be varied in diameter. The speed of the line

or countershaft from which it is driven is also incapable of

variation. Or, in the case of a motor or engine driving a

line shaft the pulley or fly wheel on the motor or engine is

fixed in size, as is the number of revolutions per minute at

which these prime movers operate. The speed of the line

shaft is also fixed by shop conditions. The first step, there-

fore, in laying out the drive is the determination of the size

of the pulley whose diameter is unknown, so that the shaft or

machine will be driven at the desired speed.

The speed of rotation of two shafts connected by a belt

varies directly as the diameters of the pulleys. If D and d

are the diameters of two pulleys, both in the same unit, as

feet or inches, and R and r their respective speeds of rotation

in revolutions per minute, then
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If D, R and r are given
, DR
a = .

r

Example: A motor running at 1000 r.p.m. has a pulley

of 6 in. diameter, and is required to drive a line shaft at a

speed of 250 r.p.m. What size of pulley is required on the

line shaft?

Substituting in the above formula, we have

, 1000X6
a = = 24 m.

250

Size of Belt Required. The pulley sizes being known

the question next to be answered is
" How large a belt must

be used to transmit the horsepower needed? " The width

of belt that can be used is usually limited by the width of the

pulley on the machine or motor, in the case of a primary or

final drive, and only the thickness and tension in the belt

can be varied to suit the conditions imposed. In the case

of the drive from a line shaft to a jack shaft or to a counter-

shaft the designer, as a rule, has no such limitations, and can

adopt any combination of width, thickness and tension as

best suits his convenience or the pulleys and belts at his

disposal. A belt can, within the practical range of belt

velocities, be made to transmit almost any amount of power

desired, up to the limit of its strength, by increasing the ten-

sion under which it operates. High belt tensions, however,

mean high bearing and journal pressures, resulting in an

increased expenditure of power for overcoming line shaft

friction; they also mean high maintenance and repair charges

for the belts, frequent belt failures and short life of belts.

Thus while the adoption of a high tension will permit the use

of a thinner and lighter belt, the saving in first cost will be

more than counterbalanced by the high maintenance and

replacement charges and the generally unsatisfactory service

that will result. The use of heavy belts and comparatively
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low tensions is in accord with the best belt practice of today,
and is recommended as giving in the end the lowest total

belting cost as well as the most satisfactory service.

The horsepower that will be transmitted by a belt can

be expressed by the general formula

33000

in which p is the effective pull in the belt, or the difference

in tension between the tight and slack strands of the running

belt, in pounds per square inch; V is the velocity of the belt

in feet per minute; and A the cross-sectional area of the belt

in square inches. By assuming a value for p and for the

thickness of the belt, the formula can be made to read

HP -"
C"

w being the width of the belt in inches and C a constant whose

value depends on the thickness of the belt and the value

adopted for p. This formula, whose use as it stands is not

to be recommended, is the basis of the old rules of thumb for

determining the size of belt required for a given horsepower.

One such typical rule, the value of p being assumed as 360,

reads
" A single belt, i in. wide, traveling at the rate of 550

ft. per minute, will transmit one horsepower."

Faults of the Rules of Thumb. These rules of thumb

are all defective in that they neglect many of the factors

affecting the value of p. The effective pull depends on the

arc of contact of the belt on the pulley, on the coefficient of

friction between the belt and the surface of the pulley, on the

initial tension of the belt when at rest, and on its velocity.

As the velocity of the belt increases, the centrifugal force

developed by the belt in passing over the pulleys manifests

itself and tends to decrease the effective pull. This effect,

known as centrifugal tension, is serious at high velocities and
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limits the effective pull that can be developed. It causes

the horsepower that can be transmitted, within the range

of initial tensions that are recommended, to reach a maxi-

mum at a velocity of about 4000 ft. per minute. Any increase

in velocity beyond this point actually decreases the horse-

power that will be transmitted by the belt, and at a velocity

in the neighborhood of 6800 ft. per minute the belt will fail

to transmit any power whatever. The effect of centrifugal

tension is entirely neglected in the rules of thumb
; according

to them the horsepower transmitted will increase indefinitely

with an increase in velocity. Also, in the rules of thumb

the coefficient of friction is assumed to be a constant quantity
at all velocities. As a matter of fact, it is shown by the studies

of the experiments of Wilfred Lewis by Carl G. Barth that

the coefficient of friction is a variable quantity that increases

with an increase in velocity.

It is thus evident that the rules of thumb are unreliable

even for determining the horsepower that a belt will transmit,

and that they give no information as to the tension under

which belts should be put upon the pulleys. It is also evident

that the design of a belt drive is not a simple matter of sub-

stitution in a formula, but requires the careful consideration

of many factors.

Recent Investigations on Belts. Mr. A. F. Nagle
l was

one of the first to present a means of determining the horse-

power that could be transmitted by a belt, which took into

consideration the different variables enumerated above.

Mr. Nagle, however, assumed a value for the coefficient of

friction that was constant at all velocities of belt, and also

based the value of the effective pull which could be allowed

in the belt upon the strength of the joint. This procedure

gave working stresses in the belt 275 Ib. per square inch for

laced belts and of 400 Ib. per square inch for riveted belts.

1
Transactions, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, vol. ii, p. 91.
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While the use of Nagle's formula will give better results than

will the rule of thumb formulae, nevertheless the tensions in

the belt will be much higher than are dictated by the good

practice which has resulted from later investigations, notably
those of Frederick W. Taylor, supplemented by the further

studies of Carl G. Barth.

While the work of Mr. Nagle represented a long step in

advance in belting practice, the investigations of Taylor,
1

extending over nine years, and dealing with belts in actual

service, really form the basis upon which the most approved

practice of today is built. These investigations revealed

the advantages of low tensions and heavy belts, the accurate

measurement of the tension under which the belt is placed

on the pulleys, the regular inspection, repair and retighten-

ing of belts, and the maintenance of the working tension be-

tween certain well defined limits. Taylor's investigations

are discussed in greater detail in Chapter II.

Taking Mr. Taylor's results as a starting point, and

examining the work of other reliable investigators in connec-

tion with them, Carl G. Barth 2 has extended the work of

Taylor, which applied mainly to slow-running belts, to high-

speed belts such as are found in general service, and at the

same time he has developed a mathematical treatment of

the subject, which is the most accurate of any yet presented.

As a result of the work of Barth, belting practice can now

be said to be standardized, and the proportioning of a belt

drive removed from the domain of rule of thumb to that of

exact science. Mr. Earth's work is presented in detail in

Chapter IV, and tables showing the horsepower that can be

transmitted by a belt under different conditions of service,

as calculated according to the formulae derived by him, are

presented on pages 91 to 94. The practice of Barth in

1

Transactions, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, vol. xv, p. 204.
2
Ibid., vol. xxxi, p. 29.
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proportioning belt drives is the practice recommended by
the author.

Fig. i presents curves showing the horsepower transmitted

S Naglefs Formula
X -HSifagle Belt or
'_ LDouble-Belt-l

1000 2000 3000 4000

Velocity of Belt, Ft. per Min.
5000

FIG. i . COMPARISON OF VARIOUS FORMULAE FOR HORSEPOWER TRANSMITTED
BY BELTING.

according to the different formulae which have been discussed

on pages 3 and 4 . It will be observed that the rule of

thumb formulae give straight-line curves, while the Earth and
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Nagle curves show the effect of centrifugal tension at the

higher velocities. It will be observed that under the Barth

practice a belt will transmit considerably less power at a given

velocity than it will according to any of the other formulae.

It may be argued that for a given horsepower this will call for

a heavier belt than it has heretofore been customary to use.

This is precisely what it is intended to do. The object of

the Barth practice is not to find the smallest belt that can be

used for a particular service, but rather to find that belt which

under the conditions imposed will transmit the required power
at the least expense, taking into consideration the first cost

of the belt, the expense of repairs and maintenance and the

loss which would occur as a result of belt breakages in work-

ing hours. To accomplish this object low tensions are neces-

sary, and low tensions mean large belts.

A belt put on the pulleys under a certain working tension

will not maintain that tension for any length of time. The

tension will constantly decrease and in time will fall below

the point at which it will transmit the desired horsepower.

It must, therefore, be retightened at intervals to restore it

to its original initial tension. The interval between retighten-

ings will vary with the age of the belt. A new belt will stretch

rapidly, and probably will require taking up within forty-eight

hours. The second retightening may be necessary three or

four days later, and the third within a week after that. The

intervals progressively increase in length until the period

that will elapse between retightenings reaches three or four

months. They then will remain practically constant. No
belt, however, should be allowed to go for a longer period

than six months without having its tension measured and

being shortened to restore it to its original tension.

In connection with their investigations into the subject of

belting, Messrs. Taylor and Barth devised a system of belt in-

spection and maintenance which would ensure that all belts

in a plant would receive attention, have their tensions meas-
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ured and be taken up, that is, shortened in order to tighten

them, at such intervals as would prevent their stretching to

a point where they would fail to do the work demanded of

them. It also furnishes insurance that the belt will not break

while in use, and thus stop production. This feature of the

belting problem is every bit as important as correct original

design, and the necessity of regular inspection and main-

tenance cannot be too strongly impressed upon the factory

manager. The details of the system are set forth in Chapter

V, devoted to belt maintenance.

The practical conclusions of Taylor and the mathematical

deductions of Barth, which have resulted in the system of

practice set forth in this book, have been amply justified by
the results attained in the many factories that have adopted
this practice. Notwithstanding that the first cost of the

belts may be higher than it was under the older systems,

or lack of system, the total cost of belting measured over a

period of years has been far below that which obtained when

the practice of light belts and high tensions was followed.



CHAPTER II

TAYLOR'S INVESTIGATIONS ON BELTING

THE basis of modern belt practice is the nine-year experi-

ment conducted by Frederick W. Taylor on belts in the

machine shop of the Midvale Steel Company. The experi-

ment was described by him in a paper before the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers
l in 1893. This investiga-

tion was radically different in its character and purpose from

those which had preceded it. The usual experiments were

of short duration and their chief object apparently had been

to ascertain the value of the coefficient of friction. Taylor's

object was to acquire information as to the cost and main-

tenance of belts, the cost of interruptions to manufacture due

to belt failures, and information as to tensions, treatment,

etc., that would give the lowest total cost for belting under

operating conditions.

The opportunity for these experiments was afforded by
the erection of a new machine shop in which many of the

machines from the old shop were to be used. In the new

shop the tight and loose pulleys on countershafts were made

of larger diameter and wider than formerly, permitting the

transmission of about two and one-half times the former belt

power from main line to countershafts. The belts used were

endless, joints being made by splicing, glueing and pegging

instead of lacing or hooking, and double belts were used

throughout the shop. By means of belt clamps having spring

balances between the two pair of clamps, the tension to which

the belt was subjected was accurately weighed when the belt

was put on the pulleys and each time it was tightened.

Provision was made for tightening belts by raising and lower-

1
Transactions, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, vol. xv, p. 204.

10
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ing the countershafts by the interposition of wooden packing

pieces under the bearing.

Initial Tension. Each belt was spliced so that it was

under an initial strain with the belt at rest immediately after

tightening, of 71 Ib. per inch of width of double belts. This

is equivalent in the case of oak-tanned and fulled belts to

192 Ib. per square inch of cross-section; and oak tanned, not

fulled belts to 229 Ib. per square inch of section; semi-raw-

hide belts 253 Ib. per square inch of section; rawhide belts

284 Ib. per square inch of section.

The belts were divided into two general classes known

respectively as shifting and cone belts. The shifting belts

were those running from the main line of shafting to the

tight and loose pulleys on the countershaft, while cone belts

extended from the countershaft to the machine. The shift-

ing belts had about i\ times as much transmitting power as the

cone belts, which latter were used according to the ordinary

rules of belting, such as are illustrated in the straight-line

formulae, Fig. i, page 7. The table, pages 12-13, *s a summary
of the results of the nine-year experiment as obtained from a

study of the records. The shifting belts were run, on an

average, twenty hours per day, while the cone belts did not

receive quite such steady use. While the shifting belts had a

net working load only four-tenths as great as that of the cone

belts, both shifting and cone belts were tightened repeatedly

to the same tension, namely, 71 Ib. per inch of width. The
cone belts were supposed to give an effective pull on the pulley

of 65 Ib. per inch of width, and the shifting belts an effective

pull of 26 Ib. per inch of width.

Sizes and Speeds of Belts. The shifting belts ranged in

dimensions from 39 ft. 7 in. long, 3! in. wide and \ in. thick

to 51 ft. 5 in. long, 6| in. wide and 0.37 in. thick. The cone

belts ranged from 24 ft. 7 in. long, 2 in. wide, \ in. thick to

31 ft. 10 in. long, 4 in. wide and 0.37 in. thick. The speed
of the shifting belts ranged from 565 to 1570 ft. per minute
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and the range of speed of the cone belts was from 225 to 1340
ft. per minute.

Factors which Influence Life of Belts. A study of the

table on pages 12-13 wiU show an immense superiority of

the shifting belts over the cone belts in every item excepting

the first cost. This superiority is greater than the figures

indicate, because as a rule the cone belts in use at the time the

table was published were nearly worn out, while the shifting

belts were in as good condition as when they were put into

service. Mr. Taylor drew the conclusion that the life of

the shifting belts would be three times that of the cone belts,

and at the time of the publication of the table the total cost

of the shifting belts per year of service was lower than that

of the cone belts.

According to Mr. Taylor, the items which chiefly affect the

life and satisfactory running of belting are as follows :

1. The material from which belts are made and the method

of their construction.

2. Means of fastening and tightening them on the pulleys;

i.e., whether laced, spliced or fastened with hooks.

3. The care and regularity with which they are greased

and whether they are kept clean and free from oil.

4. The general nature of the services which belts are called

upon to perform.

5. Whether belts run vertically or horizontally.

6. The relative length of the belts.

7. The relative speed of the belts.

8. The tension under which they are tightened.

9. The average total load to which they are subjected

while working.

The eighth and ninth elements undoubtedly are those

which have the greatest influence upon the life of belts.

While all belts, both shifting and cone, were tightened to the

same initial tension of 71 Ib. per inch of width or 239 Ib. per

square inch of section, the shifting belts were, as a result of
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their higher speeds and greater width, subjected to a lighter

load than the cone belts. To this effect is due undoubtedly

their superiority over the cone belts. If the cone belts had

run under as low tensions as the shifting belts, they would

probably have run an equally long time without requiring

retightening.

The cone belts would fall from the initial tension of 71 Ib.

per inch of width to 33 Ib. in a period of two months, while

the shifting belts ran for twenty-two months before they fell

from the tension of 71 Ib. to a tension of 21 Ib. Further-

more, shifting belts with a light load stretched 0.81 of i per

cent before they required retightening, while the cone belts

under twice as great a load required retightening after they
had stretched but 0.47 of i per cent. Summarizing the ex-

periments, Mr. Taylor stated that the total life of belts, the

cost of maintenance and repairs and of the interruptions to

manufacture caused by belts are primarily dependent upon
the total load to which they are subjected. The other fac-

tors having the greatest influence on the durability of the

belt are: Whether or not the belts are spliced or fastened

with lacing or hooks; whether they are properly greased and

kept clean; and the speed at which they run.

Average Load on the Belts. The average total load on

the belting in the experiments was 54 Ib. per inch of width

with shifting belts and in Ib. per inch of width with cone

belts. That these figures represented radical departures

from the ordinary practice of the day is evident from a com-

parison of the figures given by authors and writers of that

time. The safe load on belts per square inch of section,

according to different writers, ranged from 290 to 500 Ib.

per square inch. These figures are based, as a rule, upon the

tensile strength of the leather, an arbitrary percentage of

this strength being taken as the safe load as suited the whim
of the writer.

The 54 Ib. per inch of width of double belts which repre-
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sents the total load on shifting belts, gives a total load of 174

Ib. per square inch of section. Belts running under this load

have already been shown to run much more economically and

satisfactorily than cone belts which ran under a total load of

in Ib. per inch of width or 358 Ib. per square inch cf section.

Evidently then the most economical total load for belting

must lie between 174 and 357 Ib. per square inch of section.

Taylor's Rules for Economical Belting Practice. Basing
his conclusions partly upon the experiments and partly upon

arbitrary assumptions, Mr. Taylor formulated the following

rules as representing the most economical practice :

1. The average total load on belting should be 200 to 225

Ib. per square inch of cross-section of belt.

2. Six- and seven-ply rubber belts and all double leather

belts except oak-tanned and fulled, will transmit

economically a pull of 30 Ib. per inch of width. Oak-

tanned and fulled belts will transmit economically

a pull of 35 Ib. per inch of width.

3. The most economical speed of belting is between 4000

and 4500 ft. per minute.

The conclusions which Mr. Taylor drew from the series

of experiments outlined above were chiefly as follows :

1. Belts are more durable and work more satisfactorily

when made narrow and thick, rather than wide and thin.

As belts increase in width they should also be made thicker.

On pulleys 12 in. diameter or larger, double belts are advisable

and triple belts on pulleys of 20 in. diameter or larger. Quad-

ruple belts should be used where possible on pulleys 30 in.

diameter or larger.

2. Double belts will last well when repeatedly tightened

under a strain when at rest of 71 Ib. per inch of width or

240 Ib. per square inch of cross-section. They will not,

however, maintain this tension for any length of time. The

most economical average total load for double belting is

from 65 to 73 Ib. per inch of width; that is, 206 to 225 Ib.
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per square inch of section. This corresponds to an effective

pulling power of 30 Ib. per inch of width.

3. If double belts are tightened while at rest to 71 Ib.

per inch of width and subjected to an additional working
load of 65 Ib. per inch of width, the tension in 2\ months

will fall to 33 Ib. per inch of width while at rest or 106 Ib.

per square inch of cross-sectional area. The average tension

during this period will be 46 Ib. per inch of width and the

average total load in Ib. per inch of width, or 358 Ib. per

square inch of section. When double belts are first tightened

to 71 Ib. per inch of width and then subjected to an additional

working load of 26 Ib. per inch of width, their tension will

fall in twenty-two months to 21 Ib. per inch of width or 68 Ib.

per square inch of section. The average tension during this

period will be 28 Ib. per inch of width or 90 Ib. per square

inch of cross-section, and the average total load will be 54

Ib. per inch of width and 174 Ib. per square inch of section.

4. The total stretch of leather belting will exceed 6 per

cent of the original length. The stretch during the first

six months of the life of a belt is 36 per cent of the entire

stretch if the belt is a double belt working under a total load

of in Ib. per inch of width and giving an effective pull of

65 Ib. per inch of width. If, however, the belts are working

according to the more economical rule, under a total load of

54 Ib. per inch of width, giving an effective pull of 26 Ib.,

the stretch during the first six months will be but 15 per

cent of the entire stretch. A double belt will stretch 0.47

per cent of its length before requiring to be tightened when

subjected, according to the ordinary rules, to a total load

of in Ib. per inch of width. A double belt with a total load

of 54 Ib. per inch of width and an effective pull of 26 Ib.

stretches 0.81 per cent before requiring retightening.

5. Belt clamps having spring balances between the two

pair of clamps should be used for weighing the tension of

the belt accurately, each time it is tightened. When it is
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impractical to weigh the tension of a belt in tightening it,

d safe rule is to shorten a double belt one-half inch for every
10 ft. of length if it requires tightening when working under

a load of 1 1 1 Ib. per inch of width. If working under a total

load of 54 Ib. per inch of width, the belt may be shortened

one inch for every 10 ft. of length when retightened.

6. The total life of belting, cost of maintenance and re-

pairs and the interruptions to manufacture caused by belts,

are dependent upon the total load to which the belts are

subjected more than upon any other condition. The method

of fastening and the speed are the other chief considerations

affecting their life. Double belts treated with care and

running night and day at a moderate speed, should last for

seven years when under a total average load of in Ib. per

inch of width. They should last for eighteen years when

under an average total load of 54 Ib. per inch of width. The

speed at which belting runs has comparatively little effect

on its life until it is in excess of from 2500 to 3000 ft. per

minute. The belt speed for maximum economy should be

from 4000 to 4500 ft. per minute.

7. In the machine shop in which the experiments were

made, the average cost per double belt per year of service,

including the first cost and the cost of maintenance and

repairs, proved to be $6.72 for belts used under a total load

of in Ib. per inch of width. For belts under a total load of

54 Ib. per inch of width the cost was found to be less than

$5.70. The cost of all labor and materials used in the main-

tenance and repairs of double belts plus the cost of renewals

as belts give out through a term of years, will amount to an

average of 37 per cent per year of the original cost of the belts

if belts are tightened accurately so that they will work under

an average total load of in Ib. per inch. If, however,

they are worked under a total load of 54 Ib. per inch of width,

the annual cost of maintenance, repairs and renewals amounts

to not more than 14 per cent of the first cost and probably
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less. The cost of maintenance and repairs of double belts

during a total life of 6.7 years, running night and day, amounts

to 11 times the first cost of the belt when under a total load

of 54 Ib. per inch of width. The cost through a term of 8.8

years amounts only to 30.4 per cent of the total cost.

8. The best distance from center to center of shafts is

from 20 to 25 ft. The faces of the pulleys should be about

25 per cent wider than their belts. When practicable, belts

should be tightened by moving one pulley away from the

other. Countershafts should be mounted on frames and

raised in order to tighten vertical and diagonal belts.

9. When it is necessary to run night and day through-

out the week and work without stopping, each important
belt should be supplied with an idler pulley, which can be

tightened upon it while running in case of slipping. Idler

pulleys work most satisfactorily when located on the slack

side of the belt about one-quarter of the distance from the

driving pulley.

10. Belts should be cleaned and greased every five to six

months.

11. Belts of any width can be successfully shifted back-

ward and forward on tight and loose pulleys to throw lines

of shafting in and out of use. The best form of belt shifter

for wide belts is a pair of rollers twice the width of the belt,

either of which can be pressed against the flat surface of the

belt on its slack side close to the driving pulley, the axis of

the roller making an angle of 75 degrees with the center line

of the belt.

Comments on Taylor's Rules. Commenting on Mr.

Taylor's conclusions, William Kent 1 has compared the rules

for belting given by Mr. Taylor with some of the common rules

of thumb of the form H.P. WV^-c adopted by practical

mechanics. The practical mechanic very often figured that

a single belt one inch wide, running at a rate of 1000 ft.

1 Transactions, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, vol. xv, p. 242.
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per min., that is c = 1000, would transmit one horsepower;

whereas, Mr. Taylor's rules indicate the use of a velocity

constant of 950 to uoo for a double belt. Assuming that

a double belt is twice as strong or will carry twice the power
of a single belt, Taylor's rule calls for a belt almost twice

as large as was common practice at the time of the experi-

ments. This would result in a first cost for belting double

that called for by even the most liberal of the then existing

rules. Inasmuch as the Taylor practice was aimed at finding

the belt which would transmit a given horsepower at the least

cost for maintenance, repair and interruptions to manu-

facture rather than the smallest belt which would transmit

a given horsepower, the rules are on totally different planes.

The question might be raised as to why the Taylor rule using

uoo for a velocity factor for a double belt is correct when it

has been found possible to obtain such good results from a

belt proportioned with a velocity factor of only 550 for a

single belt; that is, a belt only one-quarter as heavy as a

belt called for by the Taylor rule. The answer is that in

many cases belts designed under the old rule are really

running under the Taylor rule. For instance: A belt pro-

portioned for and estimated to be driving four horsepower

is usually driving only one horsepower. A belt is usually, in

mechanics' or millwrights' practice, made wide enough to

drive a machine at the maximum power guessed to be required

at any time. If this amount of power was required to

be transmitted continually, the belt would probably need

tightening once a month, and would be worn out within two

years. Having to transmit the maximum power only occa-

sionally for brief intervals and averaging a power only one-

quarter of the maximum, it may require retightening only

once a year and would last for twenty years. It would,

therefore, be used as an eminent example of the merits of the

old rule, and give rise to conclusions which would be wholly

incorrect.



CHAPTER III

THE HORSEPOWER TRANSMITTED BY LEATHER BELTING

General Formula for Horsepower of Belting. The general

formula for the horsepower transmitted by a leather belt

of i sq. in. cross-sectional area is

33000

in which p is the effective pull in the belt in pounds, and V
is the velocity of the belt in feet per minute. If we let ti

and fa represent respectively the tensions in the tight and

slack strands of a running belt,

p=ti-h. ...... (2)

The determination of the value of p is by no means the

simple proposition that it appears from the formula, nor is

it necessary for those who have no particular liking for

mathematical problems, and who are interested only in the

amount of horsepower that a belt will transmit under a given

set of conditions, such as are usual in the shop, or who desire

to ascertain the size of belt that should be used to transmit

a given amount of power to a machine or group of machines.

For this purpose the tables on pages 91 to no are available,

and will prove of greater practical value than the mathematics

by which they were calculated. The use of the tables will,

therefore, be explained, and the mathematics of them post-

poned to another chapter. They can be ignored by those not

interested. The tables are calculated from the formulae

developed by Carl G. Earth and represent the practice

recommended by him in his paper
" The Transmission of

Power by Leather Belting."
1

1
Transactions, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, vol. xxxi, p. 29.
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The tables show the horsepower that will be transmitted

under any given set of conditions, and also the tensions under

which the belts should be put up, and the minimum tensions

to which they may be allowed to fall in service before they

should be retightened to the original tension. If the belts

[LVM -->.,
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FIG. 2. RELATION BETWEEN ARC OF CONTACT AND HORSEPOWER TRANS-

MITTED BY MACHINE AND COUNTERSHAFT BELTS.

are put up under the tensions given in the tables, while they

are at rest, they will when running develop in the tight and

loose strands such values of t\ and fa as will give the value of

p, which will at the velocity that the belt is supposed to attain

develop the required horsepower.
Effect of Arc of Contact. The arc of contact of the belt

on the pulley has a direct bearing on the horsepower that can
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be transmitted and it should be determined first. The arc

on the smaller pulley is the one that should be considered, as

the horsepower transmitted is limited by it. If the smaller

pulley is the driver, it limits the amount of power that can

be delivered to the belt, while if it is the driven, the arc

limits the amount of power that the belt can deliver to the

pulley. The curves, Fig. 2, show the influence of arc of con-

tact upon horsepower transmitted. The tables on pages

96 to 1 01 indicate the arc of contact of the belt on the

smaller of a pair of pulleys for the usual range of pulley sizes

and center-line distances. The arc that the belt subtends on

the larger pulley can be found by subtracting the figure

given in the table from 360 degrees.

Effect of Velocity of Belt. Equally or more important
than arc of contact is the velocity of the belt. With a given

velocity, up to the point at which centrifugal tension begins

to manifest itself, the horsepower transmitted varies directly

with the velocity. As explained in Chapter I, the effect of

centrifugal tension reaches serious proportions in the neigh-

borhood of 4000 ft. per minute. This is clearly shown by the

curves, Fig. 3, which illustrate the relation between velocity

and horsepower transmitted. The tables on pages 102 to

107 give the -belt velocity obtained by a varying number of

revolutions per minute of pulleys of different diameters

within the usual range of shop sizes.

Use of Horsepower Tables. Having determined the arc

of contact of the belt on the smaller pulley and the velocity,

the horsepower that the belt will transmit per square inch

of cross-sectional-area can be read directly from the proper
section of the horsepower table on pages 91 to 94. In the

third and ninth columns of the table will be found the tensions

per square inch of cross-section under which the belt should

be put on the pulleys ;
the fourth and tenth columns show the

tension below which it should not be allowed to fall in service,

and the point at which the belt should be retightened to the
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tensions given in columns 3 and 9. The use of the tables

presupposes that the belts will be subjected to regular in-

spection and measurement of the tension, according to che

system outlined in Chapter V, or a system that will accom-

15
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Velocity of Belt Ft. per Min.

FIG. 3. RELATION BETWEEN VELOCITY OF BELT AND HORSEPOWER TRANS-

MITTED PER SQUARE INCH OF BELT CROSS SECTION.

Horsepower Computed by Earth's Formulae.

plish the same result, to insure that the tension of the belt will

not fall, while in service, below the minimum tension as given

in the tables. While the tables are calculated for belts of

i sq. in. of cross-sectional area, they can be adapted to belts of

any width and thickness by means of the table of factors on
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page 108, which shows the relative cross-sectional area of belts

of different sizes. As the horsepower transmitted under a

given set of conditions varies directly with the cross-sectional

area of the belt, a simple multiplication of the figure obtained

from the horsepower table by the constant in the table of

relative areas will give the desired result. The same state-

ment applies to the tension values. Multiplying the initial

and minimum tension values as given in the horsepower
tables by the constant from the table of relative areas will

give the total tension under which any belt should be put up,

and the total tension below which it should not be allowed

to fall in service and at which it should be shortened and

retightened.

Examples in the Use of the Tables. The following ex-

amples will make clear the use of the tables :

Example I. The three steps of a lathe cone pulley have

diameters respectively of 14, 16 and 18 in. The face of each

step is 5 in. The countershaft cone has the same diameters,

and rotates at a speed of no r.p.m. The distance between

the center lines of the machine spindle and the countershaft

is 8 ft. What size of belt is necessary to deliver 3 horsepower

to the machine cone when the belt is on the largest step of

that cone? What horsepower will be deliveied to it when

the belt is on the smallest step of the machine cone? What
will be the maximum and minimum initial tension in the belt

under which it should be put up, and below which it should

not be allowed to fall in service?

The difference between the diameter of the largest step

of the macnine cone and the smallest step of the counter-

shaft cone is 4 in. Referring to the arc of contact table on

page 96, we find that for a 4-in. difference in diameter, a

center-line distance of 8 ft. will give an arc of contact on the

smaller pulley of 178 degrees. For all practical purposes

this can be regarded as 180 degrees. The velocity table on

page 103 shows that a i4-in. pulley at no r.p.m. will give a
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belt velocity of 403.2 ft. per minute. Turning now to the

horsepower table on page 91 we find in the section headed
"
180 Degrees Arc of Contact

"
under machine belts, that

a belt of i sq. in. of cross-sectional area will transmit 1.05

horsepower at 250 ft. per minute and 2.27 horsepower at

500 ft. per minute. The horsepower that is transmitted

at speeds intermediate to those in the table increases very

nearly in proportion to the increase in speed. The difference

in speed between 250 and 403 ft. per minute is 153 ft. per

minute, and between 250 and 500 ft. per minute is 250 ft. per

minute. The difference in horsepower transmitted at 250

ft. and 500 ft. per minute is, according to the table, 1.22

horsepower. Therefore, at 403 ft. per minute the horsepower
transmitted would be

H.P. = 1.05+ 1.22X^
\ 250,

=
1.05+ 1.22x0.612

=
1.79.

As it is desired that the belt shall be capable of trans-

mitting 3 horsepower, the cross-sectional area of the belt

will be 3^-1.79 = 1.676 sq. in. The width of belt that should

be used on a cone pulley of 5-in. face should not exceed

4! in. We therefore look in the table of relative areas on

page 108 opposite the width of 4^ in. for the figure most

nearly corresponding to 1.676. We find it to be 1.719 under

the thickness of f in. Therefore a belt 4^ X f in. will be ample
to transmit 3 horsepower under the conditions. It should

be put on the pulleys under a total initial tension (see col-

umn 3 of table) of

i. 7 i 9 x
|i83.

7s-

= 1.719X181.61 =312 Ib. approximately.

By the same sort of a calculation we find from column /
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of the table that the belt should be taken down and re-

tightened when its total tension has fallen to 215 Ib.

To find the horsepower that the belt will transmit when it

is on the smallest step of the machine cone, we ascertain

from the velocity table its velocity, which in this case is that

of an i8-in. pulley at no r.p.m. or 518.3 ft. per minute.

This can be considered as 500 ft. per minute. The arc of

contact will be the same as before, and as before can be

taken as 180 degrees. We may then read the horsepower

directly from the horsepower table as 2.27 horsepower per

square inch of cross-sectional area of belt. Multiplying this

figure by the area of the belt in question, 1.719, we obtain

as the horsepower transmitted 3.9.

Example II. A 25-horsepower motor is located in the

roof trusses of a machine shop and drives the shafting for a

gioup of machines. The motor has a speed of noo r.p.m.,

the motor pulley being 9 in. diameter and 9 in. face. The
motor is frequently called on to carry an overload of 10 per

cent, or a total load of 27.5 horsepower. The center line

distance between the motor and the line shaft is 13 ft. 6 in.

The pulley on the line shaft is 30 in. diameter. The present

belt is 8 in. wide and ^ in. thick. Is it heavy enough for

the loads, and if not, what size of belt should be used? At
what tensions should the belt be put up and retightened?

As the belt is in an inaccessible position, the figures in that

portion of the horsepower table headed "
Countershaft

Belts
"

will apply. From the table of arcs of contact we

find the arc of the belt on the smaller of the two pulleys

to be 172 degrees, and the answers to our problem will there-

fore be found in that section of the horsepower table en-

titled
"
170 Degrees." From the velocity table the velocity

of the belt is ascertained to be 2591.3 ft. per minute. Inas-

much as the arc of contact is actually larger than 1 70 degrees,

we can assume the velocity to be slightly less than it really

is and read the horsepower directly from the table as 6.66,
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opposite the velocity of 2500 ft. per minute, for a belt of

i sq. in. of cross-sectional area. The total power to be trans-

mitted is 27.5 horsepower and therefore the area of the belt

to be used is 27.5-1-6.66
= 4.129 sq. in. In the table of relative

areas we find under ^ in. thickness of belt, the value of 3.5

opposite the width of 8 in. The present SXrg- in. belt is

too small for the work it is required to do if it is to be run

under the most economical conditions. If its use is persisted

in it will be necessary to operate it at a higher tension and to

tighten it at more frequent intervals. If we desire to use

the same width of belt, which is quite as wide as should be

used on a pulley of 9 in. face, we must increase its thickness.

The table of relative areas shows that an 8-in. belt | in. thick

will have a cross-sectional area of 4 sq. in. and that an 8

X-rVm> belt will have an area of 4.5 sq. in. As the former

will transmit 6.66X4 = 26.64 horsepower it can safely be used

without increasing the tensions given in the horsepower table

to any great extent. It might be advisable to tighten the

belt at a slightly higher figure than that given in the table

as the minimum tension. Assuming the 8X^-in. belt to be

chosen, the total tension under which it should be put on the

pulleys will be 4X142 = 568 lb., and the tension at which it

should be retightened 4X85.5=342 lb., or to be on the safe

side, 350 lb. total tension.



CHAPTER IV

THEORY OF TRANSMITTING POWER BY BELTING

IN developing the theory and formulae on which the

horsepower and tension tables on pages 91 to 94 are based,

Mr. Barth took as his starting-point the investigations of

Frederick W. Taylor, which are discussed in Chapter II.

In considering these formulas and in using the tables which are

calculated from them, certain facts must clearly be kept in

mind: i. The pulling power of a belt depends, among
other things, upon the tension in the belt when it is at rest,

called, in what follows, the initial tension. Upon this initial

tension depends, in part, the tensions in the tight and slack

strands of the running belt; that is, the values h and fe in

formula (2), in the previous chapter. 2. That a belt in service

stretches and thereby decreases the initial tension. This

stretch is rapid at first and decreases in amount with the age

and use of the belt. 3. That a belt whose initial tension is

allowed to fall below a predetermined figure will, at a given

velocity of belt, fail to transmit the desired horsepower.

4. That excessive unit tension in a belt will cause it to stretch

rapidly and will increase the maintenance and other charges

relating to the belting. 5. As a corollary to the foregoing,

heavy belts, at moderate tensions will give, all things con-

sidered, better service than light belts at high tensions. 6.

From the standpoint of belt maintenance, it is desirable to

equalize as far as possible the intervals during which belts

running at different velocities and transmitting different

horsepowers will fall to the minimum allowable unit tension

and require retightening. 7. That belts that are readily

accessible, such as machine belts, can be taken down and

retightened more easily than can belts in inaccessible loca-

29
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tions, such as countershaft and jackshaft belts, and therefore

can be run at high tensions. This explains the reasons for

presenting two sets of figures in the horsepower tables for

machine and countershaft belts respectively. 8. An initial

unit tension of 200 Ib. per square inch is about the maximum
that should be put upon a belt if it is to be used under the

most economical conditions.

Before taking up the theory enunciated by Mr. Earth

we will examine the general theory of transmitting power by
means of belting.

General Theory of Power Transmission by Belting. A
belt one inch wide is stretched on a pulley as in Fig. 4, by

FIG. 4. DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THEORY OF BELTING.

two equal forces T\ and Ti. The pull on the shaft is T\-\-Tz

= W. If R is the radius of the pulley in inches, the radial

or normal pressure P brought on the pulley at each inch of

T
length of contact is ~, assuming that the belt is elastic

R
and free to move around the pulley without friction. Now
assume that there is friction between the pulley and the
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belt and that T\ is increased and TV is decreased so as to

cause rotation of the pulley. The difference of the tensions,

Ti T2, is represented in Fig. 4 by a weight being lifted as

the pulley is rotated. With given values of Ti and TV the

tensions in the belt will gradually decrease from T\ at the

point where it first comes in contact with the pulley to Tz

at the point tn where it leaves the pulley. The decrease in

tension in successive inches of length of contact may be

represented by the quantities (to 1\), (/2 /i), etc., and the

sum of these differences will equal the total difference in

tension Ti T-2, which is the same as the effective pull or

tractive force, p.

With a given sum of the tensions T\-\-Tz = W, the limit

to the tractive force p, or to the weight that can be lifted

without serious or objectionable slipping of the belt, depends

upon the length, a, of the belt in contact with the pulley

expressed in radians, and upon the coefficient of friction /.

The relation existing between the four quantities Ti, T2,

f and a is expressed by the exponential formula

^ =efa -
( J )

1 2

This equation is derived by means of the calculus, and

those interested in the mathematical discussion involved are

referred to Church's
" Mechanics of Engineering," Rankine's

"
Machinery and Millwork

" and other works on applied

mechanics.

Coefficient of Friction. The coefficient of friction is

defined as the ratio of the force required to cause one surface

to slide upon another to the pressure with which the surfaces

are in contact. In the case of belting it is evident from an
T

inspection of the formula =- = /a
>
that the influence that the

12

coefficient of friction exerts on the power transmitted by a

belt is very great. The value given by experimenters from

the time of Morin up to the experiments of Lewis and Ban-
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croft ranged all the way from 0.15 to 1.38. The coefficient

of friction was determined in the early experiments by hang-

ing a section of a belt over a pulley or drum, suspending

weights from the two strands and noting the difference in

weight at which the belt would begin to slip. This method

is correct enough for determining the coefficient of friction

of leather on iron or wood under certain limited conditions,

but it manifestly does not represent the conditions under

which belts are operated. In the first place the coefficient

is determined at practically zero velocity. Secondly, this

method takes no account of the alternate lengthening and

shortening that takes place in the slack and tight strands

of the belt as it passes over the pulleys, giving rise to the

phenomenon of belt creep. These factors have a distinct

effect on the coefficient of friction and cannot be neglected.

The experiments of Wilfred Lewis l showed that the value

of the coefficient of friction depended in part on the velocity

of slip of the belt on the pulleys, and that other conditions

influencing it were the condition of the leather, the tempera-
ture and the pressure. Mr. Lewis's experiments indicated

that a total allowance of 2 per cent for the slip of the belt

on a pair of pulleys was good practice; that is, a slip of 2

per cent will not be injurious to the belt nor to the service

that it is performing. This allowance includes the creep of

the belt as described below, but which was not considered

separately by him.

The phenomenon of belt creep was studied by Prof. W. W.

Bird, who presented his conclusions,
2 in 1895. Belt creep

was explained by Prof. Bird as follows :

Referring to Fig. 5, A is the driving and B the driven

pulley, running in the direction indicated by the arrow.

The tensions in the tight and slack sides are Ti and T%

respectively. One inch of slack belt goes on the pulley B

1
Transactions, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, vol. vii, p. 549.

2
Ibid., vol. xxvi, p. 584.
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at 0, and at or before the point p it feels the effect of the

increased tension and stretches to i+s inches. It travels

from p to m and goes on pulley A while stretched. At or

before reaching point n, as the tension decreases it contracts

to one inch and so completes the cycle. With a light load

the belt creeps ahead of the pulley B at or near the point p.

If the load is heavy the creep works toward the point o and

the belt may slip. This also takes place when the belt

tensions are too light, even with small loads. On the pulley

A the belt creeps back relative to the pulley surface at m,
and as in B may extend to the point m where regular slip will

occur.

Prof. Bird derived the following formulas as the result

p
-1

PIG. 5. DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE PHENOMENON OF BELT

CREEP.

of his experiments, x being the percentage of slip, v and 1)2

respectively the pitch velocities of pulleys A and B, p the

effective tension (Ti Tz), pound per square inch, E the

modulus of elasticity of the leather, and 5 the stretch per

inch due to p.

/y _ /v *
~"~

j y

'

J
""""

~n

The table on page 34 shows the percentage of creep for

different values of p and a range of values of E.

The value of E = 20,000 was stated to be a fair value for

ordinary working conditions. Prof. Bird concluded that
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PERCENTAGE OF BELT CREEP FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF p AND E
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total sliding velocity of belt corresponding to a fixed per-

centage of the belt speed would also be incorrect. The rea-

son for this is that even a very low percentage would mean

a high sliding velocity with a high-speed belt, while a high

percentage would mean only a moderate sliding velocity in

the case of a low-speed belt. For example, a slip of i per

cent in the case of a belt velocity of 4000 ft. per minute would

be an actual slip of 40 ft. per minute, while a 5 per cent slip

at a belt velocity of 300 ft. per minute would be but 15 ft.

per minute of actual slip.

The studies all pointed to the fact that the coefficient of

friction is a quantity that varies with the velocity, and its

value was finally fixed by Mr. Earth, after considerable study,

by the empirical formula

,
in which V is the velocity of the belt in feet per minute.

Further studies of Mr. Lewis's work convinced Mr.

Barth that it was best, due to conflicting results, to !eave out

of consideration entirely the effect of initial tension on the

coefficient of friction, and to ignore the conclusion that it

depends in part on the intensity of the pressure. The values

of / according to the above formula for velocities ranging

from o to 6500 ft. per minute, are given in the table on

page 38.

Effect of Centrifugal Force. A heavy particle moving
in a curved path of radius R exerts a force on the arm, cord

or other medium which constrains it to move in the curved

path. This force is termed centrifugal force and is repre-

sented by the formula

, Wv*
1 W -

in which W is the weight of the body in pounds, V the linear

velocity in feet per second, R the radius, in feet, of the path
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through which the body moves, and g is the acceleration due

to gravity.

A belt passing around a pulley develops this centrifugal

force which appears as a tension in the belt whose effect

is to diminish the tensions in both the tight and slack strands.

If Tc be the tension due to centrifugal force, in pounds per

square inch of section of belt, then the tension in the tight

and slack strands will be (Ti Tc) and (Tz T^ respectively.

In the formula on page 35 W is the weight of the belt on

FIG. 6. ACTION OF CENTRIFUGAL FORCE.

the semi-circumference of a pulley. If w be the weight of

i cu. in. of belting, then for a strip of belting i in. wide and

i in. thick

W = 1 2-wirR.

If v is the velocity of the belt in feet per minute, then

17 A T72V = and V2 =
.

60 3600

general formula we have

F =

Substituting these values in the
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The centrifugal force in the belt acts radially around the

entire circumference, and is balanced by the tension in the

two strands of the belt at the extremes of the diameter,

as diagrammatically represented in Fig. 6. Each unit of

length of the belt will have developed in it a centrifugal force

of magnitude/, and acting in the direction shown by the radial

arrows. The sum of these unit forces will be the total

centrifugal force in the belt, that is 2/=F. The horizontal

components of the various forces / are balanced by a force P
acting in the opposite direction and which manifests itself

as a tension in the belt at the points a and b. The tension

Tc in each strand is \P. The magnitude of the sum of these

horizontal components is the sum of the forces / multiplied

by the ratio of the diameter to the length of the semi-cir-

cumference along which they act, that is by 2/ir. Therefore

p _ T _ 2F _ 2 TTWV2 _ 2WV2

Hence

r,=

If the weight of a cubic inch of leather belting be taken as

sir Ib. and g be put equal to 32^ we have
rr\ 2 / \

which is the formula given by Earth and which agrees sub-

stantially with those given by Nagle and Rankine.

Earth's Theory of Belting. In developing the theory
of belting forming the basis of practice in the most pro-

gressive shops, which theory accords with the seven require-

ments set forth in the first paragraph of this chapter, Mr.

Earth found that certain assumptions, formerly held to be

true by writers on belting, were, as a matter of fact, falla-

cious, and he therefore discarded them.

The two most important assumptions thus found to be

untrue were: (i) The sum of the tensions in the two strands
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of a running belt is constant under any variations in the effect-

ive pull. (2) The coefficient of friction between the belt

and its pulley is constant for any given set of conditions,

irrespective of the velocity of the belt. In place of the

first of these two erroneous suppositions, Mr. Barth enun-

ciated and proved the following theorem : Under any variation

in the effective pull of a belt, the sum of the square roots of the

tensions in the two strands remains constant.

Coefficient of Friciio::. To take the place of the theory
of a constant coefficient of friction, Mr. Barth derived the

empirical formula (2), given on page 35, which gives an

increased value to the coefficient with increasing velocity

of the belt. The formula gives a value which ranges from

0.26 at zero velocity to 0.52 at a belt velocity of 6500 ft.

per minute. The value of the coefficient of friction as given

by Morin in his experiments was, for oily belts 0.15; for

greasy belts, 0.23; for wet belts, 0.36, and for dry belts, o 56.

Messrs. Towne and Briggs in their experiments in 1868 rec-

ommended the value of 0.42 as expressing an average of the

conditions of belt operation, while Releaux recommended

0.25. The values of the coefficient of friction, according to

formula (2), are given in the table below:

VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION OF LEATHER
BELTS IN IRON PULLEYS. (EARTH'S FORMULA.)

Velocity of

Belt,
Ft. per Min.
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for every condition of the surfaces of the belt and pulley-
no empirical formula could do this yet it does give values

which are perhaps very close to the true ones, when the belts

are maintained in accordance with the practice recommended

by Taylor which is outlined in Chapter II, and they agree

with the results obtained in practice.

Working Tensions. The basic rule of practice adopted

by Mr. Earth is as follows: For the driving belt of a machine,

the initial tension must be such that when the belt is doing

the maximum amount of work intended, the sum of the ten-

sion on the tight side of the belt and one-half the tension on

the slack side will equal 240 Ib. per square inch of cross-sec-

tion for belt speeds; and for a belt driving a countershaft

or one in any other inaccessible location, this sum will equal

160 Ib. The maximum initial tension, that is, the tension

under which the belt is put upon the pulley when it is placed

in service and the tension to which it is to be retightened as

often as it falls to the minimum, must be such that the

above derived sum is 320 Ib. for machine belts and 240 Ib.

for countershaft belts. These values represent the constant

A in the mathematical discussion which follows and upon
which are based the horsepower tables on pages 91 to 94.

With the above facts in mind, we can now examine the

formulae upon which the tables of horsepower and tension

are based. The complete mathematical discussion of their

development is contained in Mr.vBarth's paper,
" The Trans-

mission of Power by Leather Belting," heretofore referred to,

and is there available for those who wish to follow it. Only
the briefest possible explanation will be given here.

NOTATION

h = tension in the tight strand of the running belt, pounds

per square inch.

h = tension in the slack strand of the running belt, pounds

per square inch.
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to=minimum initial tension in the belt at rest on its pulleys,

pounds per square inch. This is the tension to which

the belt can be allowed to fall before retightening.

tm =maximum initial tension in the belt at rest upon its

pulleys, pounds per square inch. This is the tension

to which the belt is retightened.

tc
= centrifugal tension in belt, or loss in effective tension

due to centrifugal force, pounds per square inch.

p = effective pull in belt, pounds per square inch.

a = arc of contact of the belt on the smaller pulley, in radians

= (7r/i8o) Xarc in degrees.

/= coefficient of friction between the belt and the pulleys.

F = velocity of belt, feet per minute.

e=basis of Naperian system of logarithms = 2. 7 1828.

A =a constant; whose values range from 160 to 320 as ex-

plained below.

The problem is to find a formula which will express the

relation of the initial tensions to and tm to the tensions t\ and fa

in the tight and slack strands of the belt, in order to ascertain

what value must be given to to to obtain a predetermined

value of p in the formula (4) :

P = h-t2 (4)

Bearing in mind the conditions under which the intervals at

which the belts should be retightened will be made equal as

explained in a previous paragraph, we can express this rela-

tion algebraically as

/i+ife-4 (5)

For machine belts A = 240 and 320, depending upon whether

values of to or tm respectively are being sought, as explained

later; for countershaft belts A = i6o and 240 respectively

for finding values of to and tm .

The passage of the belt around the pulleys develops
in it centrifugal force whose effect is to decrease the tension
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in either strand of the belt; that is, the effective tension in

the tight strand is (htc} and in the slack strand (fe 0-
The total friction of the belt on the pulley is the ratio of the

effective tensions. It has previously been shown that this

ratio which is the tractive or driving force of the belt on the

pulley, is

?iZ^ = e*. (6)
/2-/c

In order to make use of the common system of logarithms,

instead of the Naperian system, and to obtain values of a in

degrees instead of radians, both of which will be found more

convenient, the expression io-00758/e may be substituted for

the expression efa
,

6 being taken in degrees. That is, the

ratio of the effective tensions is the number whose common

logarithm is 0.00758/0.

To obtain values of /, we may use the empirical formula

The centrifugal tension developed at any velocity we have

already found to be
tc
= 0.00000345472 (3)

While a formula has been developed for obtaining directly

the value of t\, it is here only of academic interest, because of

the fact that we can, by combining formulae (2), (3), (4), (5)

and (6), obtain a formula expressing the value of p in terms

of /, a, A and V. As the value of p must in any case be

determined, and as from it the values of t\ and ^2 can then

be ascertained, if desired, by much simpler formulae it is

unnecessary to consider here the fundamental formula for t\.

Combining the above mentioned formulae we obtain

(e
fa

i) (2^4 0.00001036F2
) , s

P-
2ef.+I

-
(7)

which can be converted, by the substitution of the expression

given above for efa to
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^_ .

2><I00.00758/0+I

Having determined a value for p, the horsepower can readily

be determined from the general formula

33000

It now only remains to connect the formula for p with the

initial tension in the belt as it is at rest on the pulleys. This

connection is established by the formula_--
Initial

-
. (<))

12

This formula will give values for fo and tm respectively, accord-

ing as we substitute for A, 240 or 320 for machine belts, and

160 or 240 for countershaft belts. The above are the formulae

on which the horsepower tables on pages 91 to 94 are based.

If, after having determined the values of p, to and tm ,

t\ and fa are desired, the following formulas may be used:

h-^+f....... do)
3

fe-'J^....... (zx)
3

Formulas (10) and (n) may be used if it is desired to deter-

mine the initial tension in a horizontal belt, which theoretic-

ally is slightly different from that which should be used for

a vertical belt, to which formula (9) applies. This tension,

however, differs so little from that of a vertical belt, except

in the case of belts of extraordinary length, that there is no

practical end served by determining it separately. The

formula, however, is given here simply as a matter of interest:

For long horizontal belts
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in which C is the center line

distance of the pulleys in

inches, the notation otherwise

being as before. In making
use of formula (12) p is first

determined by formula (7) or

(8), and then t\ and /2 are

evaluated by formulae (10) and

(n).

The use of the formulae is

simple. The number of sepa-

rate computations involved in

determining the values of p,

t tm and the horsepower for a

given velocity, however, is

large, and for a large number

of belts the operation would

be exceedingly tedious, if not

prohibitive from the stand-

point of time alone. To facil-

itate the application of the

formulae to belts which fall

within the usual shop range,

Mr. Earth has constructed the

slide rule illustrated in Fig. 7.

This rule embodies all the

above formulae except (12),

and by means of it, practically

every problem in belt driving

that may arise in the ordinary

factory can be solved. The
tables on pages 91 to no em-

body the same information,

and may to some prove of

easier application.

ll

M
s-l
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CHAPTER V

BELT MAINTENANCE

IN the previous chapters, stress has been laid on the

necessity of putting a belt on the pulleys under a certain

predetermined tension, depending upon the horsepower it

is to transmit and the velocity at which it is to be operated,

and of retightening it to this tension whenever it falls to a

predetermined minimum. While it is possible to weigh the

tension in the belt at intervals while it is directly on the pul-

leys, it is inconvenient to do so, and the
"
belt bench " forms

a useful and convenient appliance for insuring that belts

are kept up and maintained at the proper tension.

The Belt Bench. A form of belt bench which has been

widely used is shown in Fig. 8. It is made by the Tabor

Manufacturing Co., of Philadelphia. This bench consists

of a channel which forms a runway for a carriage on which

is mounted a movable drum. The channel is supported upon
cast-iron chairs and brackets and a bench top is placed over

the channel. A fixed drum is at one end of the channel.

The channel is graduated to indicate distances of i ft. in

the length of the belt, while the carriage carrying the mov-

able drum is graduated in inches and fractions of an inch

of length of belting, as shown in Fig. 9. The length of the

belt needed for a given pair of pulleys is measured by means

of a steel tape passed around the pulleys, and the movable

drum on the carriage of the belt bench is set at the graduation

indicated by the reading of the tape. The carriage having
been set to the length of the belt required, the belt is passed

around the drums and the two ends are passed through
belt clamps and held firmly therein. The belt is set at the

same distance from the edge of each drum, by means of

45
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graduations on the drums. The two sets of clamps are

connected by means of a pair of spring balances which are

attached to a pair of screws, as shown in the illustration,

Fig. 10.

By means of a spindle and miter gears acting on the

nuts at the end of the screws, the two screws on the balance

can be drawn up uniformly by rotating the handle at the end

FIG. 9. CARRIAGE OF BELT BENCH.

Clamping Arm in Position to Apply Tension to a Short Belt.

of the spindle. As the clamps are drawn together by means

of the screws, the tension in the belt 'is registered on the

scales of the spring balance. The belt is drawn up until

the tension registered is the maximum initial tension under

which the belt should be kept in service, as indicated by the

slide rule or the tables on page 91. The ends of the belt

are then cut off square and it is removed from the belt bench,

laced and put on the pulleys. The same procedure is fol-

lowed in determining the tension in a belt which has been
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in service. The belt is taken down from the pulleys, and the

belt bench having been set to the length of the belt, the clamps

are put on and the belt drawn up until the ends come to-

gether. The tension is then read, and if it is at or below the

minimum to which the belt should be allowed to fall in

service, it is cut off to a length sufficient to restore in it once

more the maximum initial tension. The chart, Fig. 32, on

page 95, is for use in connection with the tables of horse-

FIG. 10. HEAD END OF BELT BENCH.

When Applying Tension to Short Belt.

power and tension. It shows the relative stretch of belts

under different tensions.

The above procedure applies to belts in excess of 16 ft.

hi length. If the belts are under 16 ft. long, they are not

passed around the drum as described, but one end is gripped
in an auxiliary clamp on the movable carriage as shown in

Fig. 9. The carriage is adjusted by means of the upper
scale seen at the right of the drum. The other end of the

belt is gripped in one of the belt clamps, the other clamp

being attached to the bench as shown in Fig. 10. The ten-

sion is then weighed by means of the scales as before.
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Belt Maintenance. In order that belts in service shall

not fall below the minimum tension, it is essential that

they be inspected and their tensions weighed at such intervals

as will insure their being retightened before they have

stretched to a point where they will fail to render the service

required of them. To insure this inspection a system of

maintenance is absolutely essential. The following system
is condensed from instructions issued by the Tabor Manu-

facturing Co. in connection with the belt benches above

described.

Belt Data Necessary. The following data are necessary

in the operation of the system and should be ascertained for

every belt in the shop :

1. Location of the belt.

2. Its purpose; that is, whether it be used for a cone

or machine drive, countershaft drive or feed drive, etc.

3. Exact length of the belt over the pulleys as taken

with a steel tape.

4. Width of the belt.

5. Thickness of the belt.

6. Maximum velocity at which the belt can be operated.

7. Minimum velocity at which the belt can be operated.

These data are entered upon a belting record, Fig. n,

together with such other information as may be useful, such

as the name of the maker, kind of belt and other information

which is called for on the record. In addition, the maximum
and minimum tensions as determined by the slide rule or the

horsepower tables on page 91 should be entered.

Belt Symbols. For convenience in identifying belts, it is

desirable to provide a code of symbols, the use of which will

completely describe and locate any belt in the shop without

the necessity of using long written descriptions. The follow-

ing code of symbols is that recommended by the Tabor

Mfg. Co.:
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GENERAL SYMBOLS

A, Auxiliary belts: i. e., all belts from countershaft to the

machine used for driving auxiliary parts. These

may be subdivided as follows:

AO, Open auxiliary machine belt.

AC, Crossed machine belt.

The machine number is prefixed in each case. Thus, the

belt for traversing the table of grinding machine

No. 1 6, would be indicated as 16 AO.

C, Countershaft belts. That is, all belts from the main line

or jackshaft to countershafts. These belts can

be subdivided in the case of a two-speed counter-

shaft, as fast and slow belts and also as open and

crossed belts giving rise to the following symbols :

CFO, Fast belt from line shaft to countershaft, open.

CSO, Slow belt from line shaft to countershaft, open.

CFC, Fast belt from line shaft to countershaft, crossed.

CSC, Slow belt from line shaft to countershaft, crossed.

CRO, Reverse belt from line shaft to countershaft, open.

CRC, Reverse belt from line shaft to countershaft,

crossed. The machine number is prefixed in

each case.

E, All belts from engine or motor to main line shaft or jack-

shaft. These may be subdivided into open and

crossed belts, as follows:

EO, Open belts from engine or motor to jackshaft or

main line shaft.

EC, Crossed engine or motor belts to main line or

jackshaft.

If more than one engine or motor is in use in the shop the

number of it is to be prefixed to the belt 'symbol.

F, Feed belts. Subdivided into

FO, Feed belts, open.

FC, Feed belts, crossed.

The machine number is prefixed in each case.
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J, Jackshaft belts. That is, all belts from line shaft to

the jackshaft. Subdivided into

JO, Jackshaft belts, open.

JC, Jackshaft belts, crossed.

All jackshafts should be numbered and the number of the

jackshaft prefixed to the belt symbol.

L, Main line shaft belts. That is, all belts from engine

jackshaft to the line shaft. Subdivided into

LO, Main line shaft belts, open.

LC, Main line shaft belts, crossed.

M, Machine belts. That is, all belts from countershafts

to the machines and used for operating them.

Subdivided into

MO, Machine belts, open.

MC, Machine belts, crossed.

S, All belts from main line shaft to side line shaft.

SO, Side line shaft belts, open.

SC, Side line shaft belts, crossed.

The various shafts should be numbered and a list of these

numbers posted where it is accessible to the belt-fixer, show-

ing the location of all shafts and machines.

Maintaining the Tension in Belts. New belts usually

stretch to such an extent that they require tightening within

twenty-four hours after being put up. The second tighten-

ing, as a rule, should take place forty-eight hours later; the

third tightening at the end of a week, and another at the end

of a month. Machine or cone belts should then be taken

down and have their tension measured every two months,

while for countershaft belts three to four months may elapse.

The time at which any given belt should be tightened is

determined by the entries made on the belting record, shown

in Fig. ii.

For instance: Referring to the chart illustrated it will

be noted that the belt was to be put on the pulleys under a

tension of 130 Ib. on each spring balance, or a total of 260 Ib.
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The belt was put up new on May 3ist and the tension entered

in the record. The belt being new, an entry was made in

the proper column showing that its tension should be measured

on the first day of June, and a memorandum to that effect

was placed in the tickler file, which will be described later.

On the first day of June the tension of the belt was again

measured and found to be 200 Ib. or 100 Ib. on each spring

balance. As the minimum tension to which a belt can be

allowed to fall would be 76 Ib. on each balance, it was un-

necessary to shorten the belt and it was accordingly put back

on the pulleys and a memorandum entered for the tension

to be measured forty-eight hours later, or on June 3d. On

June 3d the tension was measured and found to have fallen

to 70 Ib. on each balance, or 6 Ib. per balance less than

the minimum. An inch and a quarter was accordingly

removed from the belt, the amount being determined by

using the chart Fig. 32 on page 95, bringing its tension

again to 130 Ib., and a memorandum was entered to again

weigh the tension on the 7thof June, four days later. On the

7th of June the tension was found to have dropped to 80 Ib.

per balance, and if in. was removed, bringing the tension

back to 128 Ib. per balance. The performance of the belt

from that point on is clearly shown by the record and no

further explanation is deemed necessary.

Belt-fixer's Orders. Fig. 12 is a form of order issued to

the belt-fixer. This carries on it information which the

belt-fixer requires, including the symbol of the belt, which

also gives its location; the length, which is the length around

the pulleys as measured by the steel tape; the maximum and

minimum tensions between which the belt should operate.

It also contains spaces in which the belt-fixer enters informa-

tion required from him for entry on the belt record. This order

is issued when a new belt is to be put up or an old one retight-

ened. After doing the work, the belt-fixer returns the order

to the person who is in charge of belt maintenance, with the
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information entered as to the tension in the belt before and

after tightening, the amount by which the belt was short-

ened, and any other information that may be desired. This

information is duly entered on the record, and a new order

is made out and filed in the tickler file so that it will come

out on the day that the record shows that the belt will next

IN

OUT

DEPARTMENT

DAY

ORDER NUMBER

MAN'S TIME-

LENGTH OF BELT SYMBOL J3-CSO
MAXIMUM TENSION-

_GREASE USED_

-DRESSING USED_

-LENGTH PUT IN__

.CEMENT USED-

(BEFORE TIGHTENING-
TENSION IN LBS. INDICATED BY J

EACH SPRING BALANCE. (AFTER

WORKMAN'S NAME_

ENTERED IN
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the belting record and according to the schedule outlined

on page 52.

Cleaning and Greasing. At periodical intervals, say

six to eight months, the belt-fixer should, in addition to

weighing the tension, clean and grease the belt with an

approved dressing. A good dressing is as follows:

A. Boiled linseed oil 37 per cent by measure. Tallow,

30 per cent by measure.

B. Machine oil, 27 per cent by measure. Beeswax,
6 per cent by measure.

A and B are heated separately to 360 deg. and mixed

while hot. Additional information regarding belt dressings,

cleaning and greasing is given in Chapter VII.

Time at which Belt Work Should be Done. Belts should

be tightened and repaired outside of working hours, unless

there is a belt break-down or a machine is standing idle with

no prospect of being used during the time that the belt

will be under repair. It is 'recommended that the belt-fixer

be given six belts to tighten each day; three being done

during the noon hour and three after quitting time in the

afternoon. The belt orders should, therefore, be divided into

lots of six, each lot being dated for the date on which the

belt is to be tightened, and the lots filed accordingly in the

tickler file. If the number of belts is such that by dividing

the belts into lots of six, a greater period than two months

will elapse before all the belts in the shop are inspected and

tightened, it will be necessary to increase the number tightened

in any one day and provide assistance- for the belt-fixer, if

necessary. This system provides for considerable flexibility,

and good judgment on the part of the one in charge may be

exercised to advantage. As the conditions vary under which

different belts of the same size work, it is not always possible

to lay down fixed rules as outlined above, and the engineer

in charge of the work should then use his judgment in regard

to shortening the periods during which certain belts are run,
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before retightening. It is essential that all the work on belts

be done by a regular belt-fixer according to the instructions

issued from the belting record. Machine hands should not,

under any circumstances, be allowed to tighten or repair

their own belts.

Tickler File. The tickler file consists of a series of envel-

opes or portfolios, one for each day of the year, which are

contained in a suitable cabinet. A very satisfactory file

may be made by obtaining envelopes of stiff, heavy manila

paper, the envelopes being 8|Xn in., and open on one end.

They can be fil^d in an ordinary vertical file drawer, with

heavy Bristol board spacers separating the various months,

or the weeks in each month if such subdivision is found to

be desirable. Memoranda of every description of matters

that will require attention on some particular day in the

future are marked with the date on which they should be

attended to and are then filed in the portfolio of that date.

Every morning the envelope or portfolio for that day is opened
and the various memoranda are distributed to those concerned

with them. On Saturdays and on the days preceding holi-

days the portfolio for the following day is also opened and

the memoranda therein are attended to on that day or are

transferred to the portfolio of the day following. The belt

orders as they are made out are dated with the date on

which the belt in question should next be examined, and the

order is then filed in the portfolio of that date in the tickler

file. It is evident that the usefulness of the tickler file is

not confined to the subject of belt repairs alone, but that

it can be extended to cover repairs of all kinds. In fact it

will be found useful for almost every activity that may take

place in the factory or office.



CHAPTER VI

METHODS OF FASTENING BELTS

JOINTS in belts are made generally by one of four proc-

esses, namely, cementing or glueing (endless belts), rawhide

lacing, metal lacing, and wire hinge joints. Of these, the

cemented or glued joint is probably the least troublesome in

service, but it is difficult to readjust the tension in the belt

unless the pulleys on which the belt runs are adjustable and

can be moved apart as the belt stretches. Rawhide lacing

has been and probably is the most common method of making

joints in belts, but it is rapidly giving way to the wire hinge

joint. Metallic lacing is but comparatively little used, and

it is not especially suited to belts running on small diameter

pulleys.

Endless Belts. In endless belts the length of the splice

should not be less than 9 in. in the case of a double belt. If

the belts are more than 9 in. wide the splice should be made

equal in length to the width of the belt up to 18 in., which is

the maximum length necessary for any splice. In making the

splice, one end of the belt is beveled with a small block plane.

Care should be taken to see that the lap runs in the same

direction as the other laps in the belt. The position of the

lap is then marked off on the other end of the belt and it is

also beveled. The surfaces of the two laps are then scraped

smooth.

After sizing the laps with thin belt glue, a thin coating

of belt glue should be applied as rapidly as possible to the

entire surface of both laps. The laps are then brought

together and hammered all over with a broad-faced hammer
to ensure contact throughout the splice, after which the joint

is squeezed in a press or between handscrews for about

fifteen minutes until the glue has set. Rubber-faced shoes

56
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should be placed on either side of the joint before it is

squeezed. After glueing the splice should be pegged with

shoemaker's pegs | in. apart.

The belt glue should be applied hot to the splices whenever

possible, although it may sometimes be necessary to use

a fast-setting cold glue. The Tabor Manufacturing Co.

recommends a glue composed of

Page's liquid fish glue 2 parts (measure)

Russian liquid isinglass i part (measure)

A belt cement recipe given in Industrial Engineering, Octo-

ber, 1913, calls for equal parts of glue and American isin-

glass, which are allowed to soak in water for ten hours.

The mixture is then brought to the boiling-point and pure
tannin is added until it has the appearance of the white of an

egg. This glue is applied hot to the surfaces of the splice.

Endless belts should always be run so that the feather edge

of the splice on the side next to the pulley points away from

the pulley as the splice approaches it.

The main objection to endless belts is that the joints

must be made with the belt in position, which is always
inconvenient and often impossible. Furthermore there is no

way of tightening them except altering the center line distance

of the pulleys, unless the joint is broken and remade. Either

method is troublesome and expensive, and therefore, despite

their manifest advantages in other respects the endless belt

is limited in its application. The common practice is there-

fore to make all the joints but one in the belt cemented joints,

and to make the final joint a laced or wired one.

Laced Joints. The ordinary belt lacing is a strip of raw-

hide whose width depends on the size of the belt to be laced.

The ends of the belt are cut square with the edges and butted

together, after which holes are punched in the two ends with

an oval punch, the large diameter of the oval being parallel

with the sides of the belt. The lacing is started at the center,
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worked over to one side of the belt, back to the opposite side,

and is finally brought to the center at the point at which it

started. The lacing is carried out according to the diagram,

Figs. 13 and 14. The lacing is parallel to the sides of the

belt on the face next to the pulley and crossed on the

fr

Pulley Side

FlG. 13.

Opposite Side

FlG. 14.

METHOD OF LACING A BELT.

opposite side. The following taljle was published by A. D.

Porter in the Railway Age Gazette, November 4, 1910, and

shows the size of lacing and the punching of the holes for

lacing various sizes of belts.

Width of Belt,
in.
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these figures, the strength of the joint has but little to do

with the horsepower that can be transmitted.

The objections to the laced joint are that it is seldom well

made, and that it is difficult to lace a belt so as to maintain

the same tension in it on the two edges of the belt. It also

virtually increases the diameter of the pulley at the point

at which the joint is in contact with it, since the lacing

cannot be made flush with the surface of the belt. The lac-

ing causes the belt on either side of the joint to be raised

FIG. 15. METALLIC BELT LACING.

from the pulley, and destroys the intimate contact of belt

and pulley. The joint also is less flexible than the remainder

of the belt and this has a more or less detrimental effect on

the belt and the service rendered by it. Belts as a rule fail

at or near the lacing. Added to the other objections, the

making of a laced joint is slow and expensive.

Metallic Belt Lacing. A typical form of metallic belt

lacing is the Bristol lacing shown in Fig. 15. This is of steel,

and its construction is so clearly shown in the illustration that
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no further description is necessary. The ends of the belt

are butted together and a strip of the metallic lacing whose

length is equal to the width of the belt is laid across the

joint. The points are then driven through the belt with a

hammer, the belt is turned over and the points are clinched

FIG. 16. BELT LACING MACHINE.

on the pulley side, and driven into the belt so that there will

be no projections to come in contact with the pulley as the

joint passes over it. The metallic lacing provides a rapid

and cheap means of making a joint, but it is less flexible

than the rawhide lacing. It is also difficult to break the
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joint for purposes of repair without seriously damaging the

belt at the joint.

Wire-laced Hinge Joints. The most satisfactory method
of making a belt joint, all things considered, is by the use of

wire which is looped through each end of the belt in a series

of eyelets which project beyond the end of the belt. The

eyelets in the two ends are brought together and a pin of

rawhide is run through them, thus joining the ends of the

FIG. 17. METHOD or MAKING A WIRE-LACED HINGE JOINT.

belt and forming a true hinge. The finished joint does not

project above the surface of the pulley, and as the joint can

be bent through an arc of about 270 degrees there is no

diminution in the flexibility of the belt as a whole. The

joint is made in a small machine such as is shown in Fig. 16.

Machines of this character are made by the Peerless Belt

Lacing Machine Co., Philadelphia, and by the Birdsboro

Foundry & Machine Co., Birdsboro, Pa.

The machine consists of three corrugated rolls arranged

as shown at A in Fig. 17. The belt is inserted between the
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two vertical rolls and against the third roll as shown. On

revolving the crank, a helical needle inserted in the corruga-

tions as shown at B, is carried through the end of the belt,

making a series of holes across the belt. A coiled wire lacing

is next inserted in the corrugations and by turning the crank

is carried through the perforations in the belt as shown at

C, Fig. 17. The coils are then flattened and forced into the

belt as at D. The ends of the wire lacing should be bent

back and driven into the belt so that they will not injure

the hands when handling the belt. Each end of the belt is

laced and the wire loops in the two ends are joined by means

of a rawhide pin inserted between them as shown at E.

This pin should not be allowed to project beyond the edges

of the belt, but should be cut off about | in. short on each side.

The strength of a joint made in the above fashion is stated by
the makers of the machine to be about 700 Ib. per lineal inch

of joint. For belts that are to be used in damp places brass,

instead of steel, wire is recommended.



CHAPTER VII

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES ON BELTING

U. S. Navy Department Specifications for Belting. The

specifications for leather belting issued by the Navy Depart-

ment call for belts to be made from No. i native packer steer

hides or their equal. They are required to be tanned with

white or chestnut oak by the slow process for six or eight

months; chemical processes are not permitted. The leather

is to be thoroughly curried by hand and must not be stuffed

or loaded for artificial weight. The leather must not crack

open on the grain side when doubled strongly by hand with

the grain side out. All belting must be cut from the central

part of the hide, not more than 15 in. from the backbone or

more than 48 in. from the tail toward the shoulder. Belts

8 in. wide and over must be cut to include the backbone.

All leather must be stretched 6 in. in the lengthwise direction

and should not exceed 54 in. after stretching. Centers and

sides are to be stretched 6 in. separately. That is, all sides

from which widths of less than 8 in. are cut must be stretched

after the backbone section has been removed. Center sec-

tions are to be stretched in the same size for which they are

to be used.

For single belts up to 6 in. wide the laps must not exceed

6 in. nor be less than 3! in. long. For single belts wider

than 6 in., the laps sEould not be more than i in. longer than

the width of the belt. For double belts laps must not be

more than 5! in. nor less than 3^ in. long. Filling straps are

not permitted. All laps must be held securely at every point
with the best quality of belt cement, and when pulled apart
must not show any resinous, oily, vitreous or watery condi-

tion. The belts should be again stretched after manufacture.

63
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Belting is to weigh as follows: Single belts, all sizes, 16 oz.

per square foot; double belts: i to 2 in. wide, 26 oz. per

square foot; i\ to 4 in. wide, 28 oz. per square foot; 4! to

5^ in. wide, 30 oz. per square foot; 6 in. wide and over, 32

oz. per square foot.

Rawhide Lacing. Only hand-cut green slaughter-house

hides are to be used for lacing. They are to be cut in the

following sizes: \, i
5
ff , f , T

7
5, \, f and f in. They must be

cut lengthwise from the hide and have a tensile strength of

not less than

Width in
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months. If, however, the belt should slip during working
hours as a result of neglect or of being subjected to a heavier

load than that for which it was intended, a dressing should

be applied sparingly to enable it to continue to pull its load

until the machine can be shut down and the belt tightened.

The Tabor Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, in

the instructions issued with the belt benches described in

Chapter V, recommends the cleaning of belts at intervals of

six months and the application of a grease that will give to

the surface a clean sticky pulling surface, similar to that

which it has when new due to the oils and grease that it

contains. The grease in the new belt becomes exhausted

after the belt has been in service for a certain length of time,

as the result of heat, friction and atmospheric action, and the

application of additional grease is necessary if the belt is

to be maintained in a soft and pliable condition. The grease

recommended is the same as that put in the new belt by the

manufacturers and consists of

Edible beef tallow 2 Ib.

Cod liver oil i Ib.

The tallow is melted and allowed to cool slightly, after which

the cod liver oil is added and the mixture stirred in one direc-

tion until cold. This grease can be purchased mixed ready
for use from Alexander Bros., Philadelphia. It should be

applied in light coats by means of a camel's hair brush,

and only in such quantities as the belt will easily absorb.

For use on belts which slip in service the same company
recommends the

" Plomo "
dressing, made by the Plomo

Specialty Co., Cleveland. A few drops of this applied

to the belt will enable it to pull its load for several hours,

until the opportunity presents itself for tightening the belt.

The dressing, however, should not be regarded as a preserva-

tive, and its use should be limited to the purpose described

above. It should be used sparingly, as a too liberal applica-
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tion will harm the belt by causing it to slip and thereby

injuring the surface.

Many mechanics, when the belt on their machine slips,

apply rosin to the surface of the belt. This practice cannot

be too severely condemned. The rosin may for a time remedy
the slipping, but it will be at the cost of a ruined belt. The
use of rosin on any belt should be absolutely prohibited in

every factory, and after such prohibition has been made
known to the employees, any person guilty of using it should

forthwith be dismissed.

Cleaning of Belts. Every precaution should be taken to

prevent belts in service becoming saturated with lubricating

oil, or, in fact, from coming in contact at all with any kind of

oil. If, however, a belt does become so saturated it may be

cleaned by first scraping it and then packing it in sawdust

or other absorbent for several days. A quicker method is

to pass the belt between rolls, under pressure, thereby squeez-

ing out the oil which then may be absorbed by powdered
chalk. The surface dirt may be removed from belts by

wiping them with a cloth moistened with kerosene. This

should be done in every case before applying belt grease.

Utilization of Old Belting. Old belts which are considered

worthless often may contain sections which are capable of

further use. These sections may be utilized by first running

them through rolls to squeeze the oil out of them, which

is absorbed with powdered chalk. They then should be

scraped clean and the pieces cemented together as described

in Chapter VI. The adoption of this practice will result in

the saving of many feet of belting that otherwise would be

scrapped, and will materially cut down the cost of new

belting.

Direction in which Belts Should Run. The thin edge

of all splices and laps on the side of the belt next to the pulley

should point away from the pulley which it is approaching.

The hair side of the belt should be next to the pulley.
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Causes of the Destruction of Belts. In those shops where

the belting problem has not been given the attention that its

importance deserves, few belts become useless as the result

of legitimate service and wear, but fail due to misuse, acci-

dents, and lack of care. One of the commonest causes of belt

failures is the use of belts that are too wide for the pulleys.

If the pulleys are out of line only slightly, a wide belt will

run over one or the other edge of the pulleys, and come in

contact with any fixed object nearby, such as the belt shifter,

the edge of the next step of a cone pulley, a post or column

close to the belt run, or any other projection.

Careless splicing also is a frequent cause of ruined belts,

particularly where rawhide lacing is used for the splicing.

If the ends of the belt are not cut square, or if the tension

put in the lacing is not equal at the two sides of the belt,

the belt will have a tendency to run crooked, thus leading to

the troubles enumerated in the preceding paragraph.

Another prolific cause of belt trouble, particularly in those

shops where the care of the belts on the different machines

is entrusted to the man in charge of the machine, is the

practice of running the belt on "
cross cones," that is on two

steps of the cone pulleys that are not in line. This is an easy

way for the so-called mechanic who is too lazy to take care

of his belts to make a loose belt tight or a tight belt loose,

but it is fatal to the belt. The edge of the belt is compelled

to rub against the edge of the cone pulley steps and curls.

The layers of the belt are separated, and the belt is stretched

along one edge. A very short service under such conditions

will ruin a belt beyond any hope of repair.

Belt shifters which do not throw the belt entirely off or

on the loose .pulley are also frequent contributors to the

destruction of belts. A belt running partly on and partly

off a loose pulley will stretch unevenly and soon be spoiled.

Inattention to the splices in the belts when they begin to

give evidences of weakness and to separate will also help to
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increase the belting cost. Regular inspection of the belts

will detect failures in the splices and enable them to be

repaired before they have gone far enough to do serious

damage.
The too liberal use of belt dressings whose object is to

prevent the belt from slipping will shorten the life of the belt,

as will the failure to clean and grease it at regular intervals.

A belt allowed to become dry, hard and stiff will soon begin
to crack and break. The application of rosin will ruin a

belt more quickly than almost any other sort of abuse.

Lubricating oil is injurious to belting and should be guarded

against. Where a belt has been allowed to come in contact

with oil, it should be cleaned at the earliest opportunity.

Moisture, steam and water are harmful to leather belts,

and for service in damp locations the use of rubber belts is

recommended. Excessive temperatures also will damage
belts and the usual belt will soon deteriorate if subjected

to more than 130 degrees Fahr. " Duxbak "
belting, how-

ever, is advertised to withstand any amount of moisture

and temperatures up to 200 degrees.

Finally, it will pay to use only the best grade of belting,

and to use belts of ample size and weight. Oak-tanned and

fulled leather belts will as a rule give the best service, and

should be used double on pulleys of 6 in. diameter and over.

Belts of good quality, regularly inspected, well cared for,

and run under the tensions recommended in the foregoing

pages should last from ten to fifteen years. Belts which

are neglected or abused will not last over two or three years

and may give out in even less time.

Effect of Humidity on Leather Belts. Prof. W. W. Bird,

of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, and F. W. Roy,

reported to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
l

the results of tests made upon a 4-in. leather belt to deter-

mine the effect of humidity on the tension of the belts. In

1
Transactions, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1915.
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the tests the horsepower transmitted was maintained at a

constant figure, while the humidity was varied. Tests were

made at varying center distances. The tests showed that

as the humidity decreased the sum of the tensions in the belt

increased. The results of the tests, as taken from curves

presented in the paper are given in the following table :

EFFECT OF HUMIDITY ON LEATHER BELTS

Relative
humidity.
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the angle ebd, which is the angle whose sine is de+db. It can

readily be seen from the figure that de is the difference be-

tween the radius of the larger pulley and that of the smaller

one, and that db is the center line distance of the pulleys

themselves. If then we denote the radius of the larger

pulley by R and that of the smaller one by r, and the distance

between their centers by L, all being in the same unit, as

FIG. 1 8. METHOD OF DETERMINING ARC or CONTACT OF BELT ON
PULLEY.

inches or feet, the arc of contact, in degrees, of the belt on

the smaller of a pair of pulleys will be

/ R-r
180 21 angle whose sine is

L

The angle of contact on the larger pulley will be

/ T>
'

180+ 2 1 angle whose sine is

\

The length of belt in contact with the larger pulley is

R r
found by multiplying the angle whose sine is =r- as above by
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0.0349, adding TT to the product and multiplying the sum by
the radius of the pulley. Or

Length = radius X(TT+0.0349 sin- 1 -

\ *

If the length of belt in contact with the smaller pulley is

desired, the formula will be

Length = radiusX
(
TT 0.0349 sin

- x -

)
.

\ ** /

Length of Belts. Whenever possible the length of belt

required for a pair of pulleys should be determined by actual

measurement by means of a steel tape passed around the

pulleys. Where this is impracticable, the length of an open
belt can be determined by calculation, using one of the three

formulae below published by Carl G. Barth in the American

Machinist, March 12, 1903:

'+C*+2C. (i)

T 1

+Cx-
12 X

L is the length of the belt, D the diameter of the larger pulley

and d the diameter of the smaller pulley, and C is the center

line distance of the pulleys, all in the same unit, inches or feet

as the case may be, TT = 3.1416, and x =
(
- -

)
. The accuracy

\ 2C /

of the formulae is as follows, testing them by the limiting case

where d=o and C-
, giving L=Dir: Formula (i) gives a

2

result somewhat over 2 per cent short; formula (2) gives a

result about i per cent short; formula (3) gives a result under

0.4 per cent short.
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Crossed Belts. The length of a crossed belt may be ob-

tained exactly by the formula

The notation is the same as in the three formulae above for

open belts.

Length of a Roll of Belting. The length of a belt, in feet,

when closely rolled is approximately equal to the sum of the

diameter of the roll and of the eye of the roll in inches, mul-

tiplied by 0.1309 times the number of turns.

Idle Belts. It is advisable when belts are out of service

for any length of time to throw them from the pulleys. They

FIG. 19. HANGER FOR IDLE BELT.

should be suspended from hooks, however, and not allowed to

rest upon the shafting. This latter practice, which is alto-

gether too common, is not only destructive of the belts, but

is frequently the cause of accidents. The arrangement shown

in Fig. 19 should be used where belts are removed from the

pulleys. The hook, of f in. round iron, is suspended from the

ceiling by a staple. It should be long enough to reach almost

to the rim of the pulley, and should swing the belt clear of

the shaft.



CHAPTER VIII

PULLEYS

THE life of and service rendered by belting is affected

in no little degree by the condition and arrangement of the

pulleys on which it runs. The notes on pulleys which follow

cover those features that have a direct influence on the belt

problem. In general it is advisable to use as large pulleys

as possible, providing that they are not so large as to give

a belt velocity in excess of 4700 ft. per minute. Small pulleys

running at high speed, however, will cost less when equipping
the mill than will large pulleys running at low speeds.

Width of Pulleys. The face of the pulley should always
be wider than the belt that is to be used on it. Carl G. Earth

(American Machinist, February n, 1915) gives the following

formula for the relation of the width of pulley to that of the

belt, in which F and B are the widths of the pulley and belt

respectively, both in inches:

The limits of design may make it impractical to use pulleys

as wide as those called for by the equation just given, in which

case the following may be substituted :

Values of F by both formulae for various values of B are

given in Table VI on page no.

Crowning of Pulleys. A belt on a pulley tends to climb

to the largest diameter of the pulley. Advantage may be

taken of this tendency to compel the belt to run in the center

of the pulley face by making the pulley of slightly larger

diameter at the center than it is at the edges, or
"
crowning

"

it. The amount of crown that should be given to a pulley
73
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varies according to different authorities, as follows, F being

the width of the pulley and H the height of the crown, both

in inches:

Morin H = o.iF

Molesworth .H =^F
Earth H =

0.03125-^

Scott A. Smith says that the crown should not be over -| in.

for a pulley of 24 in. face. The chart, Fig. 20, gives the

Df

Crowning

h

-.

Si*.

H

3
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ings will be reduced. This arrangement of machinery will

make one-half of the belts drive with the top strand tight.

The distance between the shafts has considerable influence

on the life of belts, and the distances should as a rule be made
as great as possible up to reasonable limits. For narrow belts

on small pulleys, a good average figure is 15 ft.; for larger

belts the center line distance should be from 20 to 25 ft., while

for main belt drives using wide and heavy belts the pulleys

Idler v

Pulley

Movable

Weight

FIG. 21. IDLER PULLEY ARRANGED AS A GRAVITY TIGHTENER.

should be from 25 to 30 ft. apart. If the distance is made too

great the belt will have a tendency to flap and injure itself.

Idler Pulleys. Belts which are run on pulleys located

close together are liable to stretch rapidly and thus lose the

tension necessary to the transmission of the desired amount

of power. For such cases, and also for belts which are

required to run for long periods without stopping, an idler

pulley which can be moved against the belt to take up the

slack and thus increase the tension, will be found desirable.

The idler should be located about one-quarter of the distance
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from the driving pulley and should bear against the slack

side of the belt. Its effect is not only to increase the tension,

but also the arc of contact. The idler may be so constructed

that it can be moved against the belt at will, or it may act

automatically by means of a spring or gravity. Such an

arrangement is shown in Fig. 21.

Quarter-twist Belts. If two shafts are at right angles

to each other, and in different planes, for instance an engine

shaft near the floor and a line shaft on the ceiling, and one is

to be driven from the other, a belt with a quarter twist in it

may be used, providing that the distance between the shafts

is not too short. The belt must run squarely on to each

pulley and the point at which the belt leaves each pulley

must lie in the straight line formed by the intersection of the

planes passing through the center line of the face of each

pulley and perpendicular to their axes. This is shown in

the illustration Fig. 22. The driving pulley is AD and the

belt runs in the direction shown by the arrows. The point

C at the end of the horizontal diameter of the driven pulley

at which the belt leaves it is set so that it is vertically above

the point A at the end of the horizontal diameter of the

driving pulley where the belt leaves that pulley. Should

the shafts in question be respectively a horizontal and a

vertical one the relative arrangement of the pulleys would

be the same as shown in the illustration. In fact, it makes

no difference what position the shafts take so long as the

leaving points of the belts on the pulleys are in the straight

line determined by the intersection of the two planes as

described. The quarter-twist belt can be used only with

narrow belts say up to 6 in. wide and where the distance

between the shafts is considerable. For heavy belts and

short center line distances, guide pulleys or mule pulley

stands should be substituted as shown below. A quarter-

twist belt will drive in one direction only.

Where the quarter-twist belt drives through a floor the
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J -,

FIG. 22. METHOD OF LAYING OUT QUARTER TWIST BELTS.
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holes for the belt must be laid out with some care. A method
of laying out these holes is described in Machinery, September,

1912, by M. H. Ball, and is reproduced below and in Fig. 22.

From the end of the horizontal diameter at which the belt

leaves the upper pulley a plumb line is dropped to the floor,

and the point where it touches the floor is marked. This

is point L in the illustration. Through L are drawn on the

floor the lines XX and YY respectively perpendicular to the

lines of shafting on which the upper and lower pulleys are

carried. The outlines of the pulleys in plan are then traced

on the floor, these being ABXDLC and EFGHL respectively

for the upper and lower pulleys, each being symmetrical about

the center lines XX and YY. These center lines, which are

the projections of the horizontal diameters of the pulleys,

are next divided into eight equal parts, the divisions being
numbered as shown. The numbers should start at the end

of the diameters toward which the pulley is rotating, that is

at the end of the diameter at which the belt runs on the pulley.

Next divide the distance in inches between the center lines

of the shafts by the number of divisions laid out on the pulley,

and the distance from the center line of the upper shaft to

the floor by the quotient so obtained. The latter figure

represents the number of spaces on the pulley that the belt

at the floor will be away from the end of the diameter at

which it runs on to the pulleys, that is, the points / and K
in the illustration. From / as a center the arc MN is struck

with the line JM, perpendicular to XX, as a radius. The

arc is divided into eight equal parts and numbered from M
to N. The same number of spaces are taken on the arc

as were taken on the lines XX and YY, and the line OP is

drawn through the point / and the point on the arc so found,

PJ being made equal to JO. This line is the position of the

center line of one strand of the belt at the floor, while a line

parallel to OP through K, and of the same length is the posi-

tion of the center line of the other strand.
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Quarter-twist belts may be used to drive shafts which make

angles with one another of other than go degrees, if the rule

is observed that the points at which the belt leaves the pulleys

are in the straight line determined as explained previously.

The method of laying out holes in the floor is the same as

that used for shafts at right angles, except that the arc MN
on the pulley outline extends only to a line drawn from the

point / parallel to the face of the lower pulley. This is the

FIG. 23. METHOD OF LOCATING GUIDE PULLEYS.

line JR in the sketch showing the angular arrangement of

pulleys in Fig. 22.

Guide Pulleys. Where two shafts that are not parallel and

that do not intersect are to be connected by belting, and the

conditions are such as to make a quarter-twist belt inadvisable,

guide pulleys are used. The function of the guide pulley
is tj alter the direction of the belt and cause it to run squarely
onto the receiving pulley. The location of the guide pulley

with the reference to the main pulleys is determined by the

intersection of the planes passing through the center of the
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face of the main pulleys and perpendicular to their axes.

Thus in Fig. 23, let A and B represent the main pulleys,
and xx and yy the planes passed through the middle points
of their respective faces. These intersect in the line CD.

FIG. 24. GUIDE PULLEYS FOR SHAFTS AT OR NEAR RIGHT ANGLES.
C C, loose pulleys. The belt will run in either direction.

Tangents from any two points as E and F on this line to the

points H and /, and G and K respectively on the pulleys A
and B will determine proper paths for the belt. The guide

pulleys should be located at the intersection of the tangents
HE and EJ and FG and FK respectively and the plane
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through the center of the face of each pulley should coincide

with the planes formed by these tangents. The illustrations

Figs 24 to 27 show various arrangements of guide pulleys.

Others will suggest themselves according to the needs of each

particular case. It is only necessary to observe the precau-
tion that the guide pulleys be so placed that they will receive

the belt squarely from the main pulley and deliver it squarely
to the next one. If this be done, the pulleys may be placed
in practically any location and at practically any angle.

FIG. 25. SINGLE GUIDE PULLEY.

A common arrangement of guide pulleys, known as a
mule pulley stand, is shown in Figs. 28 and 29. The method

followed in locating the pulleys and determining the angles'

at which they are to be placed is as follows: The pulleys
which are to be connected by a belt are A and B, and they
have the relative locations as shown in the various views.

The center line XX in the elevation is prolonged, and at a

distance L (see plan) from the line ZZ through the middle

plane of the face of the pulley A, the line Z'Z' is drawn.

Through the point p, the line YY is drawn parallel to XX>
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and at a distance below it equal to the vertical distance

between the shafts of the two pulleys. With p as a center

ELEVATION

FIG. 26. FIG. 27.

C C, Loose Pulleys. A
,
Loose Pulley.

GUIDE PULLEYS.

the circle A '
is drawn with a radius equal to the radius of the

pulley A. The circles B and A' are then joined by the
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tangents TT' and 55', which represent the inclination of the

belt with respect to the pulleys at all points along its length.

At the point a where these tangents intersect the line ZZ the

lines ab are drawn parallel to the line XX. The diameter of

the mule pulleys having been decided, the point d is set off

on ab at a distance from ZZ equal to half the diameter of the

mule pulley. Through d is drawn the line ef parallel to ZZ.

This represents the center of the mule stand. The lines

gh through the point d, perpendicular to the tangent TT' or

SS' will be the axis of the mule pulley. The points c and j

are laid off on either side of the point d on the line gh, dc and

dj being made equal to half the width of the mule pulley.

The bearings of the mule pulley will lie on the line gh out-

side of the points c and j, and their position with reference to

the center lines of the main pulleys can be ascertained by

scaling the drawing or by calculation, as preferred. If

the drawing is laid out to a large enough scale, scaling will

be accurate enough for all practical purposes. The axes of

the mule pulleys will necessarily be inclined from the vertical,

not only as regards the plane ZZ through the middle of the

face of the pulley A, as shown in the elevation Fig. 28, but

also as regards the plane WW through the middle of the face

of pulley B as shown in Fig. 29, and this angle will be the

same in the two views. Lines through the points c and j

parallel to the tangents TT' and SS' will be the major axes

of the ellipses representing the upper and lower sides of the

mule pulleys in the two views in Figs. 28 and 29. The posi-

tion of the center of the mule stand and of the mule pulleys

in the end view of the drive, Fig. 29, is determined in exactly

the same manner as the similar points in the elevation in

Fig. 28, and no further explanation is necessary. The vari-

ous points in Fig. 29 are designated by the same letters

as the corresponding points in Fig. 28, and the same explana-

tion will apply.

If it be borne in mind that the governing principle of
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mule pulley drives, and in fact of all drives where the belt

joins two pulleys that are not in the same plane, is that the

belt must be delivered squarely on the pulleys, but that it

can leave them at any angle within reasonable limits, it is

evident that the mule pulleys can be placed in any location

desired. If local conditions make it advisable, the mule

pulleys can be so placed as to require the belt to leave

either or both of the main driving pulleys in a horizontal

position. The method of laying out the drive is the same in

any event. The only variation will be in the relative length

of the dimensions L and L''. The sum of these is taken and

the position of the circle A' is then determined as before.

The angle of the pulleys will be the same, as will the length

of the belts.

The fact that it is possible to vary the position of the

mule pulleys without affecting the working of the drive makes

it possible to place both mule pulleys on the same shaft.

Referring to Fig. 28, if the belt travels in the direction of the

arrows, it is evident that if the lower mule pulley be moved
in the direction that the belt travels, the belt will still be

delivered squarely to pulley B. It will, of course, leave

pulley A at an angle, but this will have no effect on it if the

mule pulley is maintained at the same angle as before, since

the belt will still be received squarely by the mule pulley.

If the distance between the axes of the mule pulley shafts

is not excessive, the lower mule pulley may be moved until

the two shafts are in line, as regards Fig. 28. They will,

however, still be out of line as regards Fig. 29. By the same

process of reasoning as before, however, it is evident that the

upper mule pulley can be similarly moved in the direction of

the belt travel until its axis is in line with that of the lower

pulley in Fig. 29. The axes of the two mule pulleys then will

coincide, and in their new locations they can be mounted

on the same shaft.

The above considerations apply to drives where the main
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pulleys are of the same diameter. If they are unequal,
the shafts of the mule pulleys will lie at different angles and

the pulleys must, perforce, be mounted on separate shafts.

The location of the shafts is determined by the same method

as described above, however, the only difference being that

the axis of the upper mule pulley is determined by the per-

pendicular to the tangent TT', Fig. 28, while that of the lower

one is determined by the perpendicular to the tangent SS'.

These tangents in this case will not be parallel. Otherwise the

FIG. 30. BELT SHIFTER.

construction is the same as for drives with main pulleys of

equal diameter.

Belt Shifters. The fault of the ordinary belt shifter con-

sisting of a fork pushed to one side or the other, is that fre-

quently the weight of the pole operating the shifter will,

when it is at one side or the other of the vertical, tend to cause

it to resume its vertical position and so position the belt that

it is partly on and partly off the loose pulley. This can be

obviated ly the arrangement shown in Fig. 30. The pins

on the fork bar A are spaced apart a distance twice that

through which the belt is shifted. Whatever the position
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of the belt on either the tight or loose pulley, the shifter pole

hangs vertically and bears against one or the other of the

pins. Thus, in the illustration the pole resting against the

pin B is in position to move the belt on to the pulley L. In

doing this the pin B will move to B'; the pin C will take the

position C', and the shifter pole will rest against it as soon as

the pole is released after moving the belt on to the pulley L,

thereby being in position to move the belt back to pulley T.

FIG. 31. ROLLERS FOR SHIFTING HEAVY BELTS.

The belt fork has no tendency to move from the position in

which it is left by the pole, and if the pulleys are crowned,
the belt also will remain in the position where it is left.

For shifting wide and heavy belts a pair of rollers making
an angle of about 75 degrees with the center line of the belt are

advisable. These rollers may be arranged so that they can

be pressed against the belt, whereupon the belt will be

forced over on to the other pulley. This arrangement is

shown in Fig. 31.
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METHOD OF USING THE BELTING TABLES

1. Read carefully the explanation in Chapter III.

2. Determine, from Table II, the arc of contact of the

belt on the smaller pulley. Subtract the diameter of the

smaller pulley from that of the larger. In the column under
"
Difference in Diameter of Pulleys

"
corresponding to the

difference so obtained, read the arc of contact opposite the

proper center to center distance of pulleys.

3. Ascertain from Table III the velocity of the belt in

feet per minute.

4. In that portion of Table I pertaining to machine or

countershaft belts, as the case may be, and in the
"
arc of

contact
"

section most nearly corresponding to the arc of

contact as found above from Table II, read the horsepower
that will be transmitted per square inch of belt section at

the velocity as found from Table III. Multiply the figure

so found by the area of the belt as found in Table IV, to

ascertain the total horsepower that the belt will transmit at

the given speed.

5. Opposite the horsepower as found in Table I, read the

maximum and minimum tensions per square inch of belt

section at which the belt should be operated. Multiply
these tensions by the area of the belt to ascertain the total

maximum and minimum tensions for the belt. These are

the figures that are to be entered on the belt-fixer's order,

Fig. 12, page 53.

6. If the velocity of the belt as found from Table III is

intermediate to the velocities given in Table I, subtract the
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horsepower opposite the next lower velocity in Table I from

the horsepower opposite the next higher velocity. Mul-

tiply the difference by the quotient obtained'by dividing the

difference between the actual belt velocity as found from Table

III and the next lower velocity in Table I, by the difference

between the next lower and next higher velocities in Table I.

Add the product to the horsepower opposite the next lower

velocity than the actual. The sum is the total horsepower

transmitted by a belt of i sq. in. of cross-section at the

actual velocity. Multiply this sum by the cross-sectional area

of the belt to find the total horsepower.

7. To find the maximum and minimum tensions for belts

at velocities intermediate to those given in Table I, multiply

the difference in tensions at the next higher and next lower

velocities to the actual velocity as given in Table I, by the

quotient found as described in the preceding paragraph.

If the tension as given in Table I at the lower velocity is

higher than the tension given for the next higher velocity,

subtract the product so found from the tension given in the

table for the next lower velocity. If the tension given in

the table is higher at the higher than at the lower velocity,

add the product to the tension given opposite the next lower

velocity. In either case multiply the sum or difference so

obtained by the area of the belt to ascertain the total maxi-

mum tension (tm) or total minimum tension (/), as the 'case

may be.

8. To ascertain the size of belt that will be required for

a given horsepower, determine the horsepower that a belt

of i sq. in. of cross-section will transmit under the con-

ditions of speed and arc of contact that exist, by the method

given in the first part of paragraph 4, or in paragraph 6.

Divide the figure so obtained into the horsepower to be

transmitted. This will be the cross-sectional area of the

belt. From Table VI find the maximum width of belt that

can be used on the pulleys given, and then opposite this width
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in Table IV find the figure that most nearly corresponds to

the cross-sectional area. At the head of the column read the

thickness of the belt.

9. To ascertain the amount that is to be taken out of a

belt to restore it to its maximum tension, subtract the tension

in the belt before tightening from the maximum tension.

Find the figure corresponding to this difference at the bottom

of the chart Fig. 32, and run vertically upward on the chart

until the line corresponding to the cross-section of the belt is

encountered. At the left of the chart, opposite the inter-

section of the tension and the area so found, read the stretch

per 18 in. of length of belt. Multiply this figure by the quo-

tient of the length of the belt in inches divided by 18, or of

its length in feet divided by 1.5. The result will be the

amount that must be taken out of the belt to restore it to

its maximum initial tension.
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Table I

Horsepower and Tensions of Belts
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Table I Continued

Horsepower and Tensions of Belts
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Table I Continued

Horsepower and Tensions of Belts
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Table I Continued

Horsepower and Tensions of Belts
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Table II

Arc of Contact of Belt on Smaller Pulley, Degrees

Center to

Center
Distance of

Pulleys.
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Table II Continued

Arc of Contact of Belt on Smaller Pulley, Degrees

Center to

Center
Distance of

Pulleys.
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Table II Continued

Arc of Contact of Belt on Smaller Pulley, Degrees

Center to

Center
Distance of

Pulleys.
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Table II Continued

Arc of Contact of Belt on Smaller Pulley, Degrees

Center to
Center

Distance of

Pulleys.
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Table II Continued

Arc of Contact of Belt on Smaller Pulley, Degrees

Center to

Center
Distance of

Pulleys.
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Table II Continued

Arc of Contact of Belt on Smaller Pulley, Degrees

Center to

Center
Distance of

Pulleys.
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Table m
Velocity of Belt, Feet per Minute, for Different Pulley Diameters and

Revolutions per Minute

aj
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Table III Continued

Velocity of Belt, Feet per Minute, for Different Pulley Diameters and
Revolutions per Minute

a
eu
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Table III Continued

Velocity of Belt, Feet per Minute, for Different Pulley Diameters and
Revolutions per Minute

a
p<

ri
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Table III Continued

Veloity of Belt, Feet per Minute, for Different Pulley Diameters and
Revolutions per Minute

2
fk

X
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Table III Continued

Velocity of Belt, Feet per Minute, for Different Pulley Diameters and
Revolutions per Minute

s
pi

(X
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Table HI Continued

Velocity of Belt, Feet per Minute, for Different Pulley Diameters and
Revolutions per Minute

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

320

340

360

380

400
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Table V

Diameter, Circumference, and Rim Velocity of Pulleys
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Table VI

Width of Pulley to be Used with a Given Width of Belt

(Table calculated from Earth's formulae. See page 73.)



INDEX

Alignment, effect of bad pulley, 67

Arc of contact, effect of, 22

of contact, finding, 69
of contact, tables, 96

Arrangement of pulleys, 74

Earth's theory of belting, 37

Belt, best method of tightening, 19

cement, 57

creep, 32

crossed, length of, 72

direction of motion of, 66

double, minimum diameter of

pulley for, 16

dressing, 54, 64, 65

dressing, too liberal application

of, 68

drive, most satisfactory, i

driving force of a, 41

effect of centrifugal force on,

35

failures, causes of, 67

fixing, proper time for, 54

glue. 57

grea^3, 65

horsepower. See Horsepower.
initial tension of. See Initial

tension,

intervals between retightenings

of, 8

joints, 56

lacing. See Lacing,

length of, 71

maintenance, 45

records, 50

repairs, cost of, 18

shifter, 19, 86

Belt, shortening required for a given

tension, 18, 95
size of for a given horsepower, 3,

Qi

stretch, 17

stretch, chart, 95
total cost of, i

triple, minimum diameter of

pulley for, 16

velocity. See Velocity.

Belts, causes of destruction of, 67

cleaning and greasing, 19, 67
cost of, 18

endless, 56

evils of tight, 3

factors influencing life of, 14

idle, care of, 72

life of, 18

most economical speed of, 16

oak-tanned and fulled, pull

transmitted by, 16

pull of, table, 91

quarter twist, 76

quarter twist, laying out, 78
rate of fall of tension, 1 7

safe loads on, 15, 16

shifting, it

Taylor's investigations of, 10.

See also Taylor's investiga-

tion.

tension of. See Tension.

Belt-bench, 45

Belt-fixer's order, 52

Belting, coefficient of friction of. See

Coefficient of friction,

length of laps, 63

old, utilization of, 66

Index.

Ill
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Belting, pull transmitted by, 16

specifications for, 63

stretch of, 1 7

Taylor's rules for, 16

theory of transmission of

power by, 29

thickness of, 64

total load on, 16

weight of, 64

working tensions of, 39, 42

Bench, belt, 45

Cement, belt, 57

Center to center distance of pulleys,"

ip,
75

Centrifugal force in belts, 35

tension, 36

Cleaning of belts, 19, 54, 66

Coefficient of friction, 31, 38

of friction, equation for, 34

Cost of belts, 1 8

total, of belt, i

Creep, belt, 32
"
Cross cones," effect of running belt

on, 67

Crossed belts, length of, 72

Crowning of pulleys, 73

Data necessary to belt maintenance,

48

Destruction of belts, causes of, 67

Direction in which belts should run,

66

Dressing, belt, 54, 64, 65

belt, too liberal application

of, 68

Drive, most satisfactory belt, i

Driving force of a belt, 41

Endless belts, 56

Failures, belt, causes of, 67

Fastening belts, methods of, 56

Force, centrifugal of belts, 35

Friction, coefficient of. See Coeffi-

cient of friction.

Glue, belt, 57

Grease, belt, 54, 65

Greasing of belts, 19, 54
Guide pulleys, 79

Hook for idle belts, 72

Horsepower formulae, comparison of,

6

formulae, rule of thumb, 4

of belts, 21

of belts, table, 91

tables, use of, 23

Humidity, effect of, on belts, 68

Idler pulleys, 19, 75

Initial tension, rate of fall of, 15

tension, tables of, 91

tension, Taylor's experiment.},

Joints, belt, 56

hinge, 61

laced, 57

wire laced, 61

Kent, William, comments on Taylor's

rules, 19

Laced joints, 57

Lacing, metallic, 59

rawhide, 57

sizes of, 64

strength of, 64

Laps, belt, 56, 63

Length of belt, 71

of crossed belts, 72

of roll of belting, 72

Life of belts, 18

of belts, factors influencing, 14

Loads, safe, for belts, 15, 16

Load total on belting, 16

Maintenance, belt, 45
data necessary for, ^f

of belts, cost of, 1 8
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Moisture, effect of, 68

Mule pulley stands, 81

Nagle's investigations on belts, 5

Navy department specifications for

belting, 63

Oak-tanned and fulled belts, pull

transmitted by, 16

and fulled belts, initial

tensions, n
not fulled belts, initial

tension, n
Oil, effect of, on belts, 68

Old belting, utilization of, 66

Order, belt fixer's, 52

" Plomo "
dressing, 65

Pull of belts, table, 91

transmitted by belting, 16

Pulleys, 70

arrangement of, 74

center to center distance, 19,

75

crowning of, 73

diameter, circumference and

rim velocity, table, 109

effect of misalignment, 67

guide, 79

idler, 19, 75

minimum diameter of, 16

mule, 81

relation of sizes and speeds

of, 2

width of face of, 19, 73, no

Quarter-twist belts, 76

belts, laying out, 78

Rawhide belts, initial tension, 1 1

Records, belt, 50

Repairs, belt, cost of, 18

Retightening of belts, intervals be-

tween, 8

Roll of belting, length of, 72

Rolls for belt shifting, 87

Rosin, use of, 68

Rubber belts, pull transmitted by,

16

Rules for belting practice, Taylor's, 16

Semi-rawhide belts, initial tension,

n
Shafts, speeds of, 2

center to center distance, 19,

75

in different planes, connecting,

76

Shifter, belt, 19, 86

Shortening of belt, amount required

for a given tension, 18, 95

Size of belts, Taylor's investigations,

n
Slide rule, belt, 43

Speed of belts, most economical, 16

of belts, Taylor's investiga-

tions, ii

of pulleys, 2

Specifications for belting, 63

Splices, 56

Splicing, careless, effect of, 67

Stretch of belting, 17, 95

Steam, effect of, on belts, 68

Symbols, belt, 48

Tables, belting, 91

Tables, belting, method of using, 88

Taylor's investigations on belts, 10

initial tension of belts,

n
size of belts, n
speed of belts, n
summary of results,

12

Taylor's rules for belting, 16

Taylor's rules, comments on, 19

Temperature, effect of, 68

Tension, centrifugal, 36

maintenance of, 50

maximum initial, 39, 42
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Tension, method of weighing, 45

rate of fall of, 17

shortening required for a

given, 1 8

tables, 91

Tensions, value of the sum of in a

running belt, 38

working, for belting, 39, 42

Theory of belting, Earth's, 37

of power transmission by belt-

ing, 29

Thickness of belting, 64

Tightening, intervals between, 50
Tickler file, 55

Velocity, maximum effective of belt, 5

of belt, effect of, on horse-

power transmitted, 23

of belts, tables, 102

rim, of pulleys, 109

Weight of belting, 64

Width of pulleys, 73, no
Wire belt lacing, 61
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